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Abstract
We give a new construction of the algebraic K-theory of small permutative categories that
preserves multiplicative structure, and therefore allows us to give a uniﬁed treatment of rings,
modules, and algebras in both the input and output. This requires us to deﬁne multiplicative
structure on the category of small permutative categories. The framework we use is the concept
of multicategory (elsewhere also called colored operad), a generalization of symmetric monoidal
category that precisely captures the multiplicative structure we have present at all stages of the
construction. Our method ends up in the Hovey–Shipley–Smith category of symmetric spectra,
with an intermediate stop at a category of functors out of a particular wreath product.
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1. Introduction
This paper offers a new treatment of multiplicative inﬁnite loop space theory that
expands and improves on the account in the literature. The motivation comes from
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the new tools provided by the modern categories of spectra such as those of [7,9],
which provide cleaner versions of old questions as well as new ones that could not
be asked before. We now know that any E∞ ring spectrum is equivalent to a strictly
commutative ring in these new categories of spectra. It has been known since the 1980s
that the K-theory of a bipermutative category is an E∞ ring spectrum, although there
are gaps in the proof in the literature which we describe below, and circumvent by our
new methods. The next natural question, asked by Gunnar Carlsson, is: What structure
on a permutative category makes its K-theory into a module over this commutative
ring? We give a full answer to this question, as well as corresponding ones about
rings, modules, and algebras of all sorts in the context of permutative categories and
their K-theory spectra.
Our treatment of multiplicative structures relies on the concept of multicategory,
which is an old, familiar friend to category theorists and computer scientists, but may
be foreign to topologists and K-theorists. It was introduced in 1969 by Lambek [12],
although without the symmetric group actions we require, and also by Boardman and
Vogt in their 1973 book [1] under the name “colored operad.’’ A multicategory is a
simultaneous generalization of an operad and a symmetric monoidal category, and can
be thought of as an “operad with many objects’’ in precisely the same way that a
category can be thought of as a “monoid with many objects.’’ Indeed, an operad is
precisely a multicategory with one object. Any symmetric monoidal category has an
underlying multicategory (more accurately, one for each choice of associating sums, all
of which are canonically isomorphic), but there are many other multicategories besides
these. In particular, restricting to a subclass of objects in a multicategory again results
in a multicategory, in contrast to what happens with a symmetric monoidal category.
The natural structure-preserving maps between multicategories are called multifunctors.
Every multicategory has an underlying category, and a multifunctor gives a functor
between underlying categories.
Just as it is often fruitful to consider categories enriched over a symmetric monoidal
category other than sets, so too with multicategories. The multicategories we study are
all enriched over either small categories or simplicial sets, and these enrichments play
a crucial role in our theory. If a multicategory is enriched over small categories, we
also consider it as enriched over simplicial sets via the nerve construction with no
further comment.
Our use of multicategories in this paper is structural: we construct a multicategory P
enriched over small categories whose objects are the small permutative categories—we
could do so more generally for symmetric monoidal categories, but to no additional
advantage. We give a new construction of the K-theory of a small permutative category
which gives us an enriched multifunctor from P to the symmetric monoidal category
of symmetric spectra constructed in [9]. The proof of the following theorem occupies
Sections 3–7.
Theorem 1.1. The category of small permutative categories forms a multicategory P
which is enriched over the category of small categories. There is a multifunctor K from
P to symmetric spectra, weakly equivalent to the usual K-theory functor, respecting the
enrichment over simplicial sets.
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As a consequence of this theorem, any structure on small permutative categories
captured by a map out of a “parameter’’ multicategory passes directly to K-theory
spectra. In the case of ring structures, the parameter multicategories have only one
object, i.e., they are operads.
We deﬁne ring structures on permutative categories in Section 3 in terms of a
second monoidal product and distributivity maps that satisfy certain coherence relations.
The noncommutative version we call “ring’’ categories, and the E∞ version we call
bipermutative categories. The second of these is the generalization for lax morphisms
of the usual deﬁnition (for example, in [17]); see the discussion preceding Deﬁnition
3.6 below. We prove the following theorem in Section 8, where we interpret these
structures in terms of operads.
Theorem 1.2. There is an operad ∗ for which a ring structure (Deﬁnition 3.3) on a
small permutative category A determines and is determined by a multifunctor ∗ → P
sending the single object of ∗ to A. There is an E∞ operad E∗ for which a
bipermutative structure (Deﬁnition 3.6) on a small permutative category R determines
and is determined by a multifunctor E∗ → P sending the single object of E∗
to R.
We will see that, as an immediate consequence of these two theorems, our K-theory
functor sends ring categories to ring symmetric spectra and bipermutative categories
to E∞ ring symmetric spectra. In Section 9, we prove analogous theorems that give
parameter multicategory interpretations of various types of module structures, deﬁned in
terms of a pairing of a ring or bipermutative category with a small permutative category,
and also algebra structures, deﬁned in terms of certain maps from a bipermutative
category to a ring category. Again, as immediate consequences of Theorem 1.1, all such
ring, module, and algebra structures pass via K-theory to the corresponding structures
in the category of symmetric spectra.
Since we wish our output structures to be as rigid as possible, we prove a theorem
comparing E∞ versions of rings, modules, and algebras with their strictly commutative
analogues. We do this by studying model category structures on categories of multi-
functors into the category S of symmetric spectra. We prove the following theorem in
Section 11.
Theorem 1.3. Suppose M is a small multicategory enriched over simplicial sets, and
let SM be the category of multifunctors from M to the category S of symmetric
spectra. There is a simplicial model structure on SM whose weak equivalences are the
objectwise stable equivalences and whose ﬁbrations are the objectwise positive stable
ﬁbrations of symmetric spectra.
The map of operads from the E∞ operad E∗ describing bipermutative categories to
the one point operad describing commutative monoids or commutative ring symmetric
spectra is an example of a “weak equivalence’’ of multicategories, as is the multifunctor
from the multicategory describing modules over E∗ algebras to the multicategory
describing modules over a commutative monoid; see Deﬁnition 12.1 for the general
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deﬁnition of weak equivalence of multicategories. We prove the following theorem in
Section 12.
Theorem 1.4. Let M and M′ be small multicategories enriched over simplicial sets. If
f : M → M′ is a simplicial multifunctor, then the induced functor f ∗ : SM′ → SM is
the right adjoint in a Quillen adjunction. If in addition f is a weak equivalence, then
the Quillen adjunction is a Quillen equivalence and therefore induces an equivalence
on homotopy categories.
As a corollary of this general rectiﬁcation result, we conclude that any E∞ ring in
symmetric spectra is equivalent to a strictly commutative ring spectrum (as was already
well-known), but also that any E∞ module over an E∞ ring is equivalent to a strict
module over an equivalent commutative ring, as well as a wide range of similar results
for many other structures.
The need to use a multicategory structure on small permutative categories rather than
a symmetric monoidal structure seems intrinsic: contrary to Thomason’s claim in the
introduction to [22], small permutative categories appear not to support a symmetric
monoidal structure consistent with a reasonable notion of multiplicative structure. We
will explain in a later paper how this problem can be resolved by embedding into a
larger symmetric monoidal category (whose objects are, ironically, multicategories), but
the necessary complications are irrelevant to the present paper.
On a technical note, our construction of the K-theory multifunctor is actually a two
step process, with an intermediate stop at a new multicategory of functors out of a
particular wreath product category. They are described in Section 5.
Historically, the question of what additional structure to impose on a permutative,
or more generally a symmetric monoidal category in order to give its K-theory some
sort of ring structure was ﬁrst investigated by May [17]. He deﬁned bipermutative
categories, and offered a proof that their K-theory spectra are E∞ ring spectra. How-
ever, this argument contained a serious combinatorial error (found by Steinberger),
as explained in [20, Appendix A]. This led May to write [20], whose main results
are entirely correct but whose argument contains a further combinatorial error in
[20, Section 7]. Uwe Hommel developed a patch for this error (unpublished). Gerry
Dunn also found an error in the category theory in [20, Section 4], which he de-
scribed and attempted to patch in [5], but there is a critical error in [5, Section 2],
(the evaluation  of Lemma 2.2(ii) is not well-deﬁned). The categorical error in [20]
can apparently be ﬁxed by making a correction to the left adjoints, although a detailed
check has yet to be made. One beneﬁt of the current paper is to give a new proof of
this theorem. Since there were no reasonable concepts of module and algebra spectra
available at the time [20] was written, the question of which permutative categories
give rise to these sorts of K-theory spectra was not fully addressed, although [19] gives
a start in this direction. In an appendix, May compared the theory developed in [20]
to the more combinatorial theory of structured ring spectra developed by Woolfson
[23,24].
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains a precise deﬁnition of multi-
category and a description of types of parameter multicategories giving ring, module,
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and algebra structures. Section 3 constructs the multicategory structure on the cate-
gory of small permutative categories and describes our results on ring structure in
greater detail. In Section 4, we recall the construction of the K-theory of a permutative
category in the literature, give our new construction as a functor (as opposed to a
multifunctor), and prove that our construction is equivalent to the old one. Section 5 is
devoted to the description of a particular wreath product category we call G, and the
multicategory structure on the category of functors that is the intermediate stop in our
construction. Section 6 constructs the multifunctor from permutative categories to this
multicategory of what we call G∗-categories, and Section 7 constructs the multifunctor
from G∗-categories to symmetric spectra; the composite of these two is our K-theory
multifunctor. Section 8 proves Theorem 1.2, describing ring categories and bipermuta-
tive categories in terms of actions of the operads ∗ and E∗. Section 9 describes the
various sorts of modules and algebras in permutative categories in terms of parameter
multicategories. Section 10 describes various ways in which free permutative categories
can have ring or bipermutative structure. Finally, Sections 11 and 12 contain the proofs
of our model category results, Theorems 1.3 and 1.4.
2. Multicategories
Deﬁnition 2.1. A multicategory M consists of the following:
(1) A collection of objects (which may form a proper class)
(2) For each k0, k-tuple of objects (a1, . . . , ak) (the “source’’) and single object b
(the “target’’), a set Mk(a1, . . . , ak; b) (the “k-morphisms’’)
(3) A right action of k on the collection of all k-morphisms, where for  ∈ k ,
∗ : Mk(a1, . . . , ak; b) → Mk(a(1), . . . , a(k); b)
(4) A distinguished “unit’’ element 1a ∈ M1(a; a) for each object a, and
(5) A composition “multiproduct’’
 : Mn(b1, . . . , bn; c) × Mk1(a11, . . . , a1k1; b1) × · · · × Mkn(an1, . . . , ankn; bn)
−→ Mk1+···+kn(a11, . . . , ankn; c),
subject to the identities for an operad listed in [15, pp. 1–2], which still make perfect
sense in this context. In greater detail, we require the diagrams (1)–(4) below to
commute for all nonnegative integers k, js for 1sk, and isq for 1qjs , and
all objects d, cs for 1sk, bsq for 1sk and 1qjs , and asqp for 1sk,
1qjs , and 1p isq . In these diagrams, we write is for
∑js
q=1 isq , i for
∑k
s=1 is ,
and j for ∑ks=1 js , and to compress the diagrams to ﬁt on the page, we write lists like
c1, . . . , ck as 〈c〉 or as 〈cs〉ks=1 when the index is ambiguous.
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(1) We require the following multiassociativity diagram to commute.
(2) We require the following unit diagrams to commute:
Mk(〈c〉; d) × {1}k


id×1k

Mk(〈c〉; d),
Mk(〈c〉; d) ×
k∏
s=1
M1(cs; cs)


{1} × Mk(〈c〉; d)


1×id

Mk(〈c〉; d).
M1(d; d) × Mk(〈c〉; d)


(3) Given  ∈ k , we require the following equivariance diagram to commute:
Mk(〈c〉; d) ×
k∏
s=1
Mjs (〈bsq〉jsq=1; cs)


∗×−1

Mj (〈〈bsq〉jsq=1〉ks=1; d)
(〈j(1),... ,j(k)〉)∗

Mk(〈c(s)〉ks=1; d) ×
k∏
s=1
Mj(s) (〈b(s)q〉j(s)q=1; c(s))

 Mj (〈〈b(s)q〉j(s)q=1〉ks=1; d),
where 〈j(1), . . . , j(k)〉 permutes blocks as indicated.
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(4) Given s ∈ js for 1sk, we require the following equivariance diagram to
commute:
Mk(〈c〉; d) ×
k∏
s=1
Mjs (〈bsq〉jsq=1; cs)


id×∏ ∗s

Mj (〈〈bsq〉jsq=1〉ks=1; d)
∗1···∗k

Mk(〈c〉; d) ×
k∏
s=1
Mjs (〈bs(q)〉jsq=1; cs)

 Mj (〈〈bs(q)〉jsq=1〉ks=1; d).
This concludes the deﬁnition of a multicategory. However, we may also ask that the k-
morphisms Mk(a1, . . . , ak; b) take values in a symmetric monoidal category other than
sets; the examples we are interested in take values in either categories or simplicial sets.
This gives the concept of an enriched multicategory. Note that a multicategory enriched
over small categories can be considered enriched over simplicial sets by applying the
nerve functor to the k-morphisms, since the nerve functor preserves Cartesian products.
Deﬁnition 2.2. For multicategories M and M′, a multifunctor from M to M′ consists of
a function f from the objects of M to the objects of M′, and for all objects b and k-tuples
of objects a1, . . . , ak , a function Mk(a1, . . . , ak; b) → M′k(f (a1), . . . , f (ak); f (b))
which preserves the k action on the collection of all k-morphisms, preserves the units,
and preserves the multiproduct. When M and M′ are enriched over simplicial sets or
small categories, the multifunctor is enriched when the maps on k-morphisms preserve
the enrichment; in this context, “multifunctor’’ always means enriched multifunctor.
Example. In any symmetric monoidal category (M,, 0), we can deﬁne k-morphisms
as Mk(a1, . . . , ak; b) := M(a1 · · ·ak, b), with the sums associated in any ﬁxed
order.
Example. An operad is simply a multicategory with one object.
Remark. If we restrict our attention just to the objects and 1-morphisms of a multi-
category, we get a category.
A major theme of this paper is that rings, modules, and algebras can be described
in any multicategory, and as we shall see in Section 8, the enrichments present in our
examples of interest allow for E∞ versions of these concepts as well. These are all
described by means of maps out of what we call parameter multicategories, which are
simply speciﬁc, very small examples of multicategories. Since our construction of the
K-theory of a small permutative category is a multifunctor, it follows automatically that
ring, module, and algebra structures on small permutative categories are preserved in
their K-theory spectra. We turn next to descriptions of our basic classes of parameter
multicategories.
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Deﬁnition 2.3. Let O be an operad (a multicategory with only one object) and Q a
multicategory. An O-ring in Q is a multifunctor from O to Q. Usually we speak of the
target object in Q as being the ring. If the morphism spaces of O are all contractible,
then we say that the target object is an E∞ ring.
It is commonplace to mention that in any symmetric monoidal category, the objects
have endomorphism operads: given an object X in a symmetric monoidal category C,
the endomorphism operad EX consists of the sets EX(n) := C(Xn,X). However, this
is just a special case of the observation that in any multicategory, restricting attention
to one object gives a multicategory which, having only one object, is an operad. It is
natural to call this operad the endomorphism operad of the object, and the previous
deﬁnition amounts to specifying a map of operads from O to the endomorphism operad
of the target object.
As an example of an O-ring, if O is the ﬁnal operad with Ok = ∗ for all k,
then an O-ring in a symmetric monoidal category is simply a commutative monoid
in that category. In particular, if the target category is abelian groups under tensor
product, an O-ring is simply a commutative ring. As another example, if O = ∗ is
the “associative’’ operad with Ok = k (described in greater detail after the statement
of Theorem 3.4), then an O-ring in a symmetric monoidal category is a monoid in the
underlying monoidal category. In the case of abelian groups, we get a ring.
We also deﬁne parameter multicategories for modules.
Deﬁnition 2.4. Let M be a multicategory with two objects, R (the “ring’’) and M
(the “module’’). We say that M is a parameter multicategory for modules if the only
nonempty morphism sets are Mk(Rk;R) and Mk(Rj−1,M,Rk−j ;M) for 1jk. If
all the nonempty morphism spaces are contractible, then we say that M is a parameter
multicategory for E∞ modules.
In the special case where the nonempty morphism sets consist of a single point, we
ﬁnd that a multifunctor into a symmetric monoidal category consists of a commutative
monoid (the image of R) and an action of that monoid on another object (the image
of M). In the special case of abelian groups, we get a commutative ring and a module
over it.
As another example, if O is an operad, we can let Mk(B1, . . . , Bk;C) = Ok when-
ever it is not required to be empty. This recovers the notion of O-module deﬁned by
Ginzburg and Kapranov in [8] and discussed by Kriz and May [11, Section I.4]. In
particular, if O = ∗, we get a monoid and a “bimodule’’ which has commuting left
and right actions.
We describe algebra structures, further examples of module structures, and their
applications to permutative categories in Section 9.
3. The multicategory of permutative categories
In this section we describe the multicategory of permutative categories. We begin
by recalling the deﬁnition of permutative category.
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Deﬁnition 3.1. A permutative category is a category C with a functor  : C × C → C,
an object 0 ∈ Ob (C), and a natural isomorphism  : abba satisfying:
(1) (ab)c = a(bc) (strict associativity),
(2) a0 = a = 0a (strict unit), and
(3) The following three diagrams must commute:
a0



= 



0a
=



a,
ab
=


 




ab
ba,



abc


1 		




cab
acb.
1



A permutative category is small if its underlying category is small.
Any symmetric monoidal category is naturally equivalent to a permutative category
by a well-known theorem of Isbell [10]. We also have the following examples of small
permutative categories from K-theory.
Examples. Let A be a ring and let GLA be the category whose objects are the stan-
dard free modules An and whose morphisms are the (left) A-module isomorphisms.
Direct sum and the usual symmetry isomorphism makes GLA into a small permutative
category, whose K-theory is the “free module’’ algebraic K-theory of A. Let PrA be the
following category. An object is a pair (An, i) where i : An → An is an idempotent left
A-module endomorphism. A map from (Am, i) to (An, j) is a left A-module isomor-
phism from Im(i) to Im(j). Again, direct sum (of modules and idempotents) and the
usual symmetry isomorphism makes PrA a small permutative category. The K-theory
of PrA is the algebraic K-theory of the ring A. The functor GLA → PrA that sends An
to (An, id) induces a map on K-theory that is an isomorphism on homotopy groups in
all degrees except (possibly) degree zero.
Before giving the full deﬁnition of the multicategory P of permutative categories,
it is helpful to ﬁrst describe the category formed by the 1-morphisms of P. We call
these lax morphisms, although they are not as lax as they could be: we require them
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to strictly preserve the 0-objects. Speciﬁcally, a lax map f : C → D of permutative
categories is a functor for which f (0) = 0, together with a natural transformation
 : f (a)f (b) → f (ab).
We require  = id when either a or b are 0, and for  to be associative and to
respect the commutativity isomorphisms, in the sense that the following diagrams must
commute:
f (a)f (b)f (c)
1

1

f (a)f (bc)


f (ab)f (c)

 f (abc),
f (a)f (b)




f (ab)
f ()

f (b)f (a)

 f (ba).
Setting P(C,D) to be the set of lax maps from C to D, the obvious composition then
makes P into a category.
We then enrich P over small categories (thereby making it a 2-category) as follows.
A transformation of lax functors is a natural transformation that also commutes with
, in the sense that if we have the natural transformation  : f → g, then
f (a)f (b)




f (ab)


g(a)g(b)

 g(ab)
must commute. We also require that (0) = id0. With these transformations as mor-
phisms, each P(C,D) becomes a small category, and P becomes enriched over small
categories.
The following deﬁnition generalizes the discussion above from 1-morphisms to k-
morphisms for any k0, making P a multicategory enriched over categories.
Deﬁnition 3.2. Let C1, . . . , Ck and D be small permutative categories. We deﬁne cate-
gories Pk(C1, . . . , Ck;D) that provide the categories of k-morphisms for the multicate-
gory P of permutative categories as follows. The objects of Pk(C1, . . . , Ck;D) consist
of functors
f : C1 × · · · × Ck → D
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which we think of as k-linear maps, satisfying f (c1, . . . , ck) = 0 if any of the ci are 0,
together with natural transformations for 1 ik, which we think of as distributivity
maps,
i : f (c1, . . . , ci , . . . , ck)f (c1, . . . , c′i , . . . , ck) → f (c1, . . . , cic′i , . . . , ck).
We conventionally suppress the variables that do not change, writing
i : f (ci)f (c′i ) → f (cic′i ).
We require i = id if either ci or c′i is 0, or if any of the other cj ’s are 0. These
natural transformations are subject to the commutativity of the following diagrams:
f (ci)f (c′i )f (c′′i )
i1

1i
 f (ci)f (c′ic′′i )
i

f (cic′i )f (c′′i )
i
 f (cic′ic′′i ),
f (ci)f (c′i )
 

i
 f (cic′i )
f ()

f (c′i )f (ci)
i
 f (c′ici),
and for i = j ,
f (cic′i , cj )f (cic′i , c′j )
j
	
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
	
f (ci, cj )f (c′i , cj )f (ci, c′j )f (c′i , c′j )
ii 












11 

f (cic′i , cjc′j ).
f (ci, cj )f (ci, c′j )f (c′i , cj )f (c′i , c′j )
jj 




f (ci, cjc′j )f (c′i , cjc′j )
i
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This completes the deﬁnition of the objects of Pk(C1, . . . , Ck;D). To specify its mor-
phisms, given two objects f and g, a morphism  : f → g is a natural transformation
commuting with all the i’s, in the sense that all the diagrams
f (ci)f (c′i )


fi
 f (cic′i )


g(ci)g(c′i )
gi
 g(cic′i )
commute. We also require that (c1, . . . , ck) = id0 whenever any of the ci = 0.
In order to make the Pk(C1, . . . , Ck;D)’s the k-morphisms of a multicategory, we
must specify a k action and a multiproduct. The k action
∗f : C(1) × · · · × C(k) → D
is speciﬁed by
∗f (c(1), . . . , c(k)) = f (c1, . . . , ck),
with the structure maps i inherited from f (with the appropriate permutation of the
indices). We deﬁne the multiproduct as follows: Given fj : Cj1 × · · · × Cjkj → Dj for
1jn and g : D1 × · · · ×Dn → E , we deﬁne
(g; f1, . . . , fn) := g ◦ (f1 × · · · × fn).
To specify the structure maps, suppose k1 + · · · + kj−1 < sk1 + · · · + kj , and let
i = s − (k1 + · · · + kj−1). Then s is given by the composite
g(fj (cji))g(fj (c′ji))
gj
 g(fj (cji)fj (c′ji))
g(
fj
i )
 g(fj (cjic′ji)).
The authors have checked that these deﬁnitions satisfy the required properties of the
structure maps s , and the diligent reader will do so as well; the pentagonal diagram
for the last structure map has two cases. These deﬁnitions extend easily to morphisms,
and we leave to the reader the straightforward task of checking that the necessary
identities for a multicategory are satisﬁed.
Variant. A strong map of permutative categories is a lax map for which the natural
transformation  is a natural isomorphism. When we require the distributivity transfor-
mations i of the previous deﬁnition to be isomorphisms, we obtain a multicategory
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structure whose underlying category is the category of strong maps of small permutative
categories.
In the rest of this section, we describe the analogues of rings and commutative
rings that appear to be most useful in the context of permutative categories, and give
some examples. We begin with the deﬁnition of ring category. This is the analogue in
permutative categories of a ring with unit.
Deﬁnition 3.3. A ring category is a permutative category A together with a strictly
associative 2-morphism ⊗: A×A → A in the multicategory P, and a strict unit object
1. We think of the structure maps of the 2-morphism as natural distributivity maps
dl : (a ⊗ b)(a′ ⊗ b) → (aa′) ⊗ b
and
dr : (a ⊗ b)(a ⊗ b′) → a ⊗ (bb′).
Explicitly, we require that 1⊗a = a = a⊗1 for any object a of A and that the following
diagrams commute. Here (a)–(c) and (f) express the bilinearity of the distributivity maps
(i.e., that they give ⊗ the structure of a 2-morphism), while (d) and (e) express the
precise notion of associativity we require in this context:
(a) a ⊗ 0 = 0 ⊗ a = 0 for all a.
(b) The following diagram commutes, as does an analogous one for dr :
(a ⊗ b)(a′ ⊗ b)(a′′ ⊗ b)
dl1

1dl

((aa′) ⊗ b)(a′′ ⊗ b)
dl

(a ⊗ b)((a′a′′) ⊗ b)
dl
 (aa′a′′) ⊗ b.
(c) The following diagram commutes, as does an analogous one for dr :
(a ⊗ b)(a′ ⊗ b)
dl



(aa′) ⊗ b
⊗1

(a′ ⊗ b)(a ⊗ b)
dl
 (a′a) ⊗ b.
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(d) The following diagram commutes, as does an analogous one for dr :
(a ⊗ b ⊗ c)(a′ ⊗ b ⊗ c)
dl




dl

((a ⊗ b)(a′ ⊗ b)) ⊗ c
dl⊗1
 (aa′) ⊗ b ⊗ c
(e) The following diagram commutes:
(a ⊗ b ⊗ c)(a ⊗ b′ ⊗ c)
dl

dr

((a ⊗ b)(a ⊗ b′)) ⊗ c
dr⊗1

a ⊗ ((b ⊗ c)(b′ ⊗ c))
1⊗dl
 a ⊗ (bb′) ⊗ c.
(f) The following diagram commutes:
(a ⊗ (bb′))(a′ ⊗ (bb′))
dl









(a ⊗ b)(a ⊗ b′)(a′ ⊗ b)(a′ ⊗ b′)
drdr 












11

(aa′) ⊗ (bb′).
(a ⊗ b)(a′ ⊗ b)(a ⊗ b′)(a′ ⊗ b′)
dldl 




((aa′) ⊗ b)((aa′) ⊗ b′)
dr

Example. The primary examples of ring categories are categories of endomorphisms
of small permutative categories. Let C be a small permutative category. Then we can
give the category of lax maps P1(C; C) the structure of a ring category as follows.
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Given objects f and g of P1(C; C) (i.e., lax maps from C to itself), deﬁne fg as
the lax map for which (fg)(c) := f cgc, with lax structure map given by the
composite
(fg)(c)(fg)(c′)
=
 f cgcf c′gc′


 f cf c′gcgc′
fg
 f (cc′)g(cc′) = (fg)(cc′).
(Notice that even if both lax structure maps f and g were the identity, the lax
structure map for fg would still involve the transposition isomorphism.) This gives
us permutative structure on P1(C; C). The ring structure is given by composition of lax
maps; we leave the necessary veriﬁcations to the reader.
Example. If C is a small monoidal category with a strictly associative and unital
monoidal product, then the “free permutative category’’ on C is functorially a ring
category, in fact, in uncountably many ways. See Section 10 for details.
As further motivation for the deﬁnition of the multicategory structure on permuta-
tive categories, we offer the following theorem, proved in Section 8. The operad ∗
mentioned in the theorem is discussed immediately below.
Theorem 3.4. A ring structure on a small permutative category A determines and is
determined by a multifunctor ∗ → P sending the single object of ∗ to A.
Here, as above, ∗ denotes the fundamental “associative’’ operad of sets whose alge-
bras in a symmetric monoidal category are the associative monoids. For convenience,
we recall the deﬁnition. The component sets of ∗ are the symmetric groups k and the
multiproduct is as follows: let  ∈ k , i ∈ ji for 1 ik. Then (;1, . . . ,k) ∈
j (for j = j1 + · · · + jk) is the composite
j1
∐ · · ·∐ jk
∐
i i
 j1
∐ · · ·∐ jk 〈j1,... ,jk〉  j−1(1)∐ · · ·∐ j−1(k),
where 〈j1, . . . , jk〉 permutes the blocks j1, . . . , jk as indicated. The right action of
k is simply right multiplication.
Since the algebras for the operad ∗ in any symmetric monoidal category are sim-
ply the monoids in the underlying monoidal category, Theorem 1.1 now implies the
following corollary.
Corollary 3.5. If A is a ring category, then KA is a strict ring symmetric spectrum.
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We next consider commutativity in multiplication, which cannot be strict in our
context; we must settle for E∞. To describe the relevant E∞ operad, we need the
following construction. Consider the forgetful functor from small categories to sets that
forgets the morphisms and remembers only the objects. This functor has a right adjoint
E that takes a set X and produces the category EX with X as its set of objects, and
with exactly one morphism between each pair of objects; formally, the morphism set
is X ×X. We use E for this construction because if the set is actually a group G, the
classifying space of the category EG is the usual construction of the universal principal
G-bundle. Since E is a right adjoint, it preserves products, and therefore if O is any
operad of sets, EO is an operad of categories. Applying E to the operad ∗ deﬁnes
the categorical Barratt-Eccles operad E∗. Since ∗ is -free, so is E∗, and EX is
always contractible. The structures in P induced by E∗ turn out to be bipermutative
categories, as deﬁned below. We note that our bipermutative categories are more gen-
eral than May’s [17, p. 154], both in requiring only distributivity morphisms rather than
isomorphisms, and in deleting the requirement that one of the distributivity morphisms
be the identity. Laplaza’s symmetric bimonoidal categories [13] are more general even
than our bipermutative categories, and since they can be rectiﬁed to equivalent biper-
mutative categories in May’s sense, so can ours. Our explicit deﬁnition is as follows:
Deﬁnition 3.6. A bipermutative category is a permutative category (R,, 0) together
with a second permutative structure (R,⊗, 1) with symmetry isomorphism ⊗ : a ⊗
bb ⊗ a, and natural distributivity maps
dl : (a ⊗ b)(a′ ⊗ b) → (aa′) ⊗ b
and
dr : (a ⊗ b)(a ⊗ b′) → a ⊗ (bb′).
These are subject to the requirement that the diagrams for a ring category given in
Deﬁnition 3.3 commute, except with diagram (e) replaced with the following diagram
(e′):
(a ⊗ b)(a′ ⊗ b)
dl

⊗⊗

(aa′) ⊗ b
⊗

(b ⊗ a)(b ⊗ a′)
dr
 b ⊗ (aa′).
As noted below, diagram (e) now follows from the remaining axioms, so any biper-
mutative category is automatically a ring category.
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Example. Let A be a commutative ring. The categories GLA and PrA described above
become bipermutative categories using the tensor product ⊗A, when we identify Am⊗A
An with Amn using lexicographical order on the standard basis.
Of course, we want any bipermutative category to be a ring category, and the only
issue is whether or not diagram (e), which we removed in the deﬁnition, is still satisﬁed.
However, it is a component of the proof of Theorem 3.8, given in Section 8, that
diagram (e) follows from the remaining diagrams. See Fig. 1.
Corollary 3.7. Any small bipermutative category is a ring category.
We prove the following result in Section 8.
Theorem 3.8. Bipermutative structure on a small permutative category R determines
and is determined by a multifunctor E∗ → P sending the single object of E∗ to R.
Since the map E∗ → ∗ of operads is a weak equivalence, and the algebras for the
one-point operad in any symmetric monoidal category are the commutative monoids in
that category, Theorems 1.1 and 1.4 now give the following corollary.
Corollary 3.9. If R is a bipermutative category, then KR is equivalent to a strictly
commutative ring symmetric spectrum.
4. The K-theory of permutative categories
In this section, we construct the underlying functor of our K-theory multifunctor
from permutative categories to symmetric spectra, and show that it is equivalent to the
K-theory functor in the literature. Since our functor is a modiﬁcation of the usual Segal
construction of the K-theory spectrum of a small permutative category, we describe that
ﬁrst, using the construction from [18].
Construction 4.1. For a small permutative category C and a ﬁnite based set A, let
CSeg(A) denote the category whose objects are the systems {CS, S,T }, where
(1) S runs through the subsets of A not containing the basepoint,
(2) S, T runs through the pairs of such subsets with S ∩ T = ∅,
(3) the CS are objects of C and the S,T are isomorphisms CSCT → CS∪T ,
such that CS = 0 and S,T = idCT when S = ∅, and the following diagrams commute
for all mutually disjoint S, T ,U :
CSCT


S,T
 CS∪T
CTCS
T ,S
 CT∪S
CSCTCU
idCST ,U

S,TidCU
 CS∪TCU
S∪T ,U

CSCT∪U
S,T∪U
 CS∪T∪U .
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A morphism f : {CS, S,T } → {C′S, ′S,T } consists of morphisms fS : CS → C′S in C
for all S, such that f∅ = id0, and the following diagram commutes for all S, T :
CSCT
S,T

fSfT

CS∪T
fS∪T

C′SC′T
′S,T
 C′S∪T .
Remark. The construction is described in [18] in terms of based subsets of a based
set as indices. This leads to some awkwardness in deﬁning functoriality which the
formalism above avoids. The description in [18] can be recovered simply by reattaching
the basepoint to all indexing subsets.
Theorem 4.2. The assignment A → CSeg(A) deﬁnes a functor CSeg from the category
of ﬁnite based sets to the category of small categories.
Proof. A map of ﬁnite based sets 	 : A → A′ induces the functor CSeg(	) that sends the
object {CS, S,T } of CSeg(A) to the object {C	S, 	S,T } of CSeg(A′), where C	S = C	−1S
and 	S,T = 	−1S,	−1T . Note that since 	 is basepoint-preserving, 	−1(S) does not
contain the basepoint. Likewise, CSeg(	) sends the map {fS} to the map {f 	S } where
f 	S = f	−1S . Clearly, when 	 is the identity, CSeg(	) is the identity, and for 	′ : A′ → A′′,
CSeg(	′ ◦ 	) = CSeg(	′) ◦ CSeg(	). 
In the conventions of [2], a “-space’’ is a functor from the category of ﬁnite based
sets to the category of simplicial sets that takes the trivial based set (consisting of
only the base point) to a constant one point simplicial set. It follows that NCSeg is a
-space, where N denotes the nerve functor. Standard notation is to use n to denote the
ﬁnite based set {0, 1, 2, . . . , n} with 0 serving as the basepoint. The category CSeg(1)
is then canonically isomorphic to the original category C. For n > 0, the based maps
n → 1 that send all but one of the nonbasepoint elements to the basepoint induce a
functor
pn : CSeg(n) → CSeg(1) × · · · × CSeg(1)C × · · · × C
that is easily identiﬁed as the functor that sends {CS, S,T } to (C{1}, . . . , C{n}) and is an
equivalence of categories. The -space NCSeg is therefore “special’’ in the terminology
of [2] in that the map pn : NCSeg(n) → NCSeg(1) × · · · × NCSeg(1) is a homotopy
equivalence for each n > 0.
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The spectrum associated to a -space X is constructed as follows. Let S1• denote the
following simplicial model of the circle: The set of n-simplices is S1n = n with face
maps di the order-preserving maps that delete the element i and the degeneracy maps si
the order-preserving maps that skip the element i. Then S1• has one 0-simplex and one
non-degenerate 1-simplex; all n-simplices are degenerate for n > 1. Regarding S1• as
a simplicial based set and applying the functor X degreewise, we obtain a bisimplicial
set X(S1•), which we regard as a simplicial set by taking the diagonal. Writing Sn• for
the n-fold smash power of S1• (with S0• the constant simplicial set 1), we likewise get
simplicial sets X(Sn• ). Since Sn−1q ∧ S1q = Snq , each q-simplex x of S1• induces a map
of based sets
Sn−1q Sn−1q ∧ {0, x} → Snq
that assemble to a based map
X(Sn−1q ) ∧ S1q
∨
x∈S1q\{0}
(X(Sn−1q ∧ {0, x})) → X(Snq )
for each q. Taking these together for all q and n form the “structure maps’’ X(Sn−1• ) →
X(Sn• ) that make {X(Sn• )} into a spectrum. In fact, {X(Sn• )} forms a symmetric spec-
trum, where the symmetric group action on X(Sn• ) is induced by permuting the smash
factors of Sn• . The main theorem of [21] then can be phrased as saying that when X
is a special -space, this spectrum is an “almost -spectrum’’ in that after geometric
realization, the maps
|X(Sn• )| → |X(Sn+1• )|
adjoint to the structure maps are homotopy equivalences for all n1.
Although we have followed [18] in constructing CSeg and [2] in constructing the
associated (symmetric) spectrum, we refer to this as Segal’s construction.
Deﬁnition 4.3. Segal’s construction of K-theory of the permutative category C is the
symmetric spectrum KSegC = {NCSeg(Sn• )}.
Previously, the main difﬁculty with constructing ring and module structures on the
spectra associated to permutative categories was the lack of a symmetric monoidal
product on the target category of spectra. Even using the category of symmetric spectra,
which does have a symmetric monoidal product, the previous deﬁnition does not carry
ring structures (e.g., ring category structures) to ring structures. A suitable collection
of maps
NCSeg(m) ∧ NCSeg(n) → NCSeg(m ∧ n)
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would give rise to a pairing KSegC ∧ KSegC → KSegC, but no reasonable deﬁnition
of pairing on the permutative category C gives rise to such a collection of maps. We
can illustrate this by looking at just the zero simplices, or equivalently, the objects in
the categories. Given some kind of pairing ⊗ on C and objects {CS, S,T } of CSeg(m)
and {C′S, S,T } of CSeg(n), we need to construct an object {C′′S , S,T } of CSeg(m ∧ n).
It seems natural to take
C′′S×T = CS ⊗ C′T
on the subsets of the form S × T ⊂ m ∧ n, but how do we ﬁll in the objects C′′U for
subsets U not of this form?
Our basic idea is to modify the construction of CSeg so the objects correspond only to
those subsets of the appropriate form. The set of q-simplices Snq of Sn• is S1q ∧· · ·∧S1q ;
instead of using NCSeg(Snq ) where we choose objects CT for all subsets T of S1q∧· · ·∧S1q
not containing the basepoint, we can use a variant where we only choose them for
the subsets of the form T1 × · · · × Tn. We make one other alteration: Since we have
deﬁned the multicategory of permutative categories using lax distributivity maps, we do
not require the morphisms  to be isomorphisms. Before describing the construction,
it is useful to introduce the following notation. Given ﬁnite basepoint-free (sub)sets
S1, . . . , Sn, we write 〈S〉 for the n-tuple (S1, . . . , Sn). Given a ﬁnite basepoint-free set
T and i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we write 〈SiT 〉 for the n-tuple (S1, . . . , Si−1, T , Si+1, . . . , Sn)
obtained by substituting T in the ith position.
Construction 4.4. For a small permutative category C and ﬁnite based sets A1, . . . , An,
let C(A1, . . . , An) denote the category whose objects are the systems {C〈S〉, 〈S〉;i,T ,U },
where
(1) 〈S〉 = (S1, . . . , Sn) runs through all n-tuples of basepoint-free subsets Si ⊂ Ai ,
(2) For 〈S〉;i,T ,U , i runs through 1, . . . , n, and T ,U run through the basepoint-free
subsets of Si with T ∩ U = ∅ and T ∪ U = Si ,
(3) The C〈S〉 are objects of C, and
(4) The 〈S〉;i,T ,U are morphisms C〈SiT 〉C〈SiU〉 → C〈S〉 in C,
such that
(1) C〈S〉 = 0 if Sk = ∅ for any k,
(2) 〈S〉;i,T ,U = id if any of the Sk (for any k), T, or U are empty,
(3) For all 〈S〉;i,T ,U the following diagram commutes:
C〈SiT 〉C〈SiU〉


〈S〉;i,T ,U
 C〈S〉
C〈SiU〉C〈SiT 〉
〈S〉;i,U,T
 C〈S〉,
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(4) For all 〈S〉, i, and T ,U, V ⊂ Ai with T ∪ U ∪ V = Si and T, U, and V mutually
disjoint, the following diagram commutes:
C〈SiT 〉C〈SiU〉C〈SiV 〉
id〈Si (U∪V )〉;i,U,V

〈Si (T∪U)〉;i,T ,Uid
 C〈Si (T∪U)〉C〈SiV 〉
〈S〉;i,T∪U,V

C〈SiT 〉C〈Si (U∪V )〉
〈S〉;i,T ,U∪V
 C〈S〉,
(5) For all 〈S〉;i,T ,U and 〈S〉;j,V ,W with i = j , the following diagram commutes:
C〈Sj V 〉C〈SjW 〉
〈S〉;j,V ,W









C〈SiT j V 〉C〈SiUj V 〉C〈SiT jW 〉C〈SiUjW 〉
(〈Sj V 〉;i,T ,U )(〈SjW 〉;i,T ,U ) 
idid

C〈S〉.
C〈SiT j V 〉C〈SiT jW 〉C〈SiUj V 〉C〈SiUjW 〉
(〈Si T 〉;j,V ,W )(〈SiU〉;j,V ,W ) 




C〈SiT 〉C〈SiU〉
〈S〉;i,T ,U

A morphism f : {C〈S〉, 〈S〉;i,T ,U } → {C′〈S〉, ′〈S〉;i,T ,U } consists of morphisms fS : C〈S〉 →
C′〈S〉 in C for all 〈S〉 such that f〈S〉 is the identity id0 when Si = ∅ for any i, and the
following diagram commutes for all 〈S〉;i,T ,U :
C〈SiT 〉C〈SiU〉
〈S〉;i,T ,U

f〈Si T 〉f〈SiU〉

C〈S〉
f〈S〉

C′〈SiT 〉C
′〈SiU〉
′〈S〉;i,T ,U
 C′〈S〉.
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If any of the Ai are trivial (consist of just the basepoint) in the deﬁnition above,
then C(A1, . . . , An) is a trivial category with one object and one morphism. To avoid
a (unique) isomorphism later, we choose and ﬁx a particular trivial category ∗, and set
C(A1, . . . , An) = ∗ in this case.
We make C into a functor from n-tuples of ﬁnite based sets to categories just as in
Theorem 4.2. The categories C〈A〉 have further functoriality as well:
Permutation functors. A permutation  in n induces a functor
! : C(A1, . . . , An) → C(A−1(1), . . . , A−1(n)),
which is an isomorphism of categories, as follows: The object {C〈S〉, 〈S〉;i,T ,U } is sent
to the object {C〈S′〉, 〈S′〉;i,T } where
C〈S′〉 = C〈S′〉, 〈S′〉;i,T ,U = 〈S′〉;(i),T ,U , 〈S′〉 = (S′(1), . . . , S′(n)),
so if S′i = S−1(i) ⊂ A−1(i), then 〈S′〉 = 〈S〉. The morphism {f〈S〉} is sent to the
morphism {f 〈S′〉} where f 〈S′〉 = f〈S′〉.
Extension functors. We have an isomorphism of categories
e : C(A1, . . . , An) → C(A1, . . . , An, 1)
deﬁned by the following rule: the object {C〈S〉, 〈S〉;i,T ,U } is sent to the object {Ce〈S′〉,
e〈S′〉;i,T ,U }, where
Ce(S1,... ,Sn,{1}) = C〈S〉, e(S1,... ,Sn,{1});i,T ,U = 〈S〉;i,T ,U for i < n + 1,
Ce(S1,... ,Sn,∅) = 0, e(S1,... ,Sn,∅);i,T ,U = id, e(S1,... ,Sn,{1});n+1,T ,U = id.
The morphism {f〈S〉} is sent to the morphism {f e〈S′〉} where
f e(S1,... ,Sn,{1}) = f〈S〉, f e(S1,... ,Sn,∅) = id.
This description of the components of the objects and morphisms is complete since the
only two basepoint-free subsets of 1 are {1} and ∅. The inverse of this isomorphism
is induced by dropping the {1} from (n + 1)-tuples of the form (S1, . . . , Sn, {1}). Of
course, for any other set {∗, x} with precisely one nonbasepoint, we have an extension
functor ex : C(A1,... ,An) → C(A1,... ,An,{∗,x}) given by the composite of e and the functor
induced by the unique based bijection 1 → {∗, x}.
The various functors above satisfy formal properties that we describe implicitly in
the next section, by abstracting them into the deﬁnition of a G∗-category. We can also
extend such functors naturally to functors from ﬁnite simplicial based sets to simplicial
categories by applying the functor degreewise. The nerve of a simplicial category is
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formed by taking the nerve degreewise and then taking the diagonal. The underlying
functor of the K-theory multifunctor we describe in Sections 6 and 7 is naturally
isomorphic to the K-theory functor in the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 4.5. For a small permutative category C, the symmetric spectrum KnewC
is deﬁned by setting (KnewC)(0) = NC(S0), (KnewC)(1) = NC(S1•), (KnewC)(2) =
NC(S1• , S1•), and in general,
(KnewC)(n) = NC(S1• , . . . , S1•︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
),
with symmetric group actions induced by the permutation functors above and structure
maps
NC(S1q , . . . , S1q) ∧ S1q
∨
x∈S1q\{0}
NC(S1q , . . . , S1q , {0, x}) → NC(S1q , . . . , S1q , S1q)
induced by the extension functors above.
We close this section by showing that the symmetric spectra KSegC and KnewC are
weakly equivalent. First we note that we have a canonical functor CSeg(A1∧· · ·∧An) →
C(A1, . . . , An) that takes the object {CS, S,T } to the object
C〈S〉 = CS1×···×Sn, 〈S〉;i,T ,U = S1×···×T×···×Sn,S1×···×U×···×Sn .
This functor is natural in C and A1, . . . , An and commutes with the permutation and
extension functors. We therefore get a natural map of symmetric spectra KSeg → Knew.
Theorem 4.6. The natural map of symmetric spectra KSegC → KnewC is a level
equivalence for every C.
Proof. It sufﬁces to show that the map NCSeg(m1 ∧ · · · ∧ mn) → NC〈m〉 is a weak
equivalence for all n, 〈m〉. Write ∧〈m〉 as an abbreviation for m1 ∧ · · · ∧ mn and let
m = m1 · · ·mn. Let pm : CSeg(∧〈m〉) → Cm denote the functor that takes {CS, S,T } to
the m-tuple whose (i1, . . . , in)th coordinate is C{(i1,... ,in)}. Then pm is an equivalence
of categories. Let q〈m〉 : C〈m〉 → Cm denote the functor that takes {C〈S〉, 〈S〉;i,T ,U }
to the m-tuple whose (i1, . . . , in)th coordinate is C({i1},... ,{in}). Then q〈m〉 is not an
equivalence of categories but does have a left adjoint, namely the functor that sends
an object with coordinates (Xi1,... ,in ) to the object with
C〈S〉 =
⊕
i1∈S1
· · ·
⊕
in∈Sn
Xi1,... ,in
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(ordered using the natural order on Si ⊂ m), with the convention that the empty
sum is the unit 0 of C; the ’s are deﬁned by the appropriate rearrangement us-
ing the commutativity isomorphism . The functor q〈m〉 therefore induces a homotopy
equivalence on nerves. Since the functor pm factors as the composite of the func-
tor CSeg(∧〈m〉) → C〈m〉 we are interested in and the functor q〈m〉, we conclude that
the map NCSeg(∧〈m〉) → NC〈m〉 is a homotopy equivalence and therefore a weak
equivalence. This completes the proof. 
5. The multicategory of G∗-categories
Extending the K-theory functor to a multifunctor from the multicategory of permu-
tative categories to the multicategory of symmetric spectra requires a detailed study of
the properties of the constructions of the previous section. Instead of carrying along
the details, it is useful to abstract the essential properties, and this leads us to the G∗-
categories that form the objects of the multicategory we deﬁne in this section. These
G∗-categories will be certain functors out of a wreath product category G built from
the categories of n-tuples of ﬁnite based sets together with maps corresponding to the
permutation functors and extension functors studied brieﬂy in the previous section. In
the two next sections we deﬁne the K-theory multifunctor in terms of a multifunc-
tor from permutative categories to G∗-categories (extending the construction C of the
previous section) and a multifunctor from the G∗-categories to symmetric spectra.
We begin with the deﬁnition of G. Let Inj be the category with objects the unbased
sets r = {1, . . . , r} for r = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . ., and morphisms the injections. Let F be the
skeleton of the category of ﬁnite based sets consisting of the objects n = {0, 1, . . . , n}
with basepoint 0. Then there is a functor
F∗ : Inj → Cat
described by F∗(r) := F r on objects. On morphisms, F∗ rearranges the coordinates
according to the given injection and, most crucially, inserts the object 1 in the slots
that are missed. Formally, if we are given an injection q : r → s, then F∗(q) is
the functor from F r to F s that takes an object 〈m〉 = (m1, . . . ,mr ) to the s-tuple
q∗〈m〉 = (m′1, . . . ,m′s) in which
m′j =
{
mi if q−1(j) = {i},
1 if q−1(j) = ∅,
and takes a morphism (	1, . . . , 	r ) to the s-tuple (
1, . . . , 
s) where

j =
{
	i if q−1(j) = {i},
id1 if q−1(j) = ∅.
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As with any functor to Cat, there is associated to this functor F∗ a wreath product
functor Inj ∫ F∗.
Deﬁnition 5.1. G = Inj ∫ F∗.
The category G can be described explicitly as follows. The objects of our category
G are the tuples of objects of F , say (n1, . . . ,ns). Each tuple has a speciﬁc length; the
empty tuple () has length 0. A morphism between tuples, say from 〈m〉 = (m1, . . . ,mr )
to 〈n〉 = (n1, . . . ,ns), consists of a pair (	, q), where q : r → s is a morphism in Inj,
and 	 : q∗〈m〉 → 〈n〉 is a morphism in F s . For a morphism (
, t) : 〈n〉 → 〈p〉, we
deﬁne the composite (
, t) ◦ (	, q) to be (
 ◦ t∗	, t ◦ q).
We deﬁne the category of G∗-categories as a certain category built out of the category
of functors from G into the category of small categories. In order to avoid possible
confusion as to the meaning of “functor’’ and “natural transformation’’ where they
occur below, we deﬁne G∗-objects in an arbitrary bicomplete category C. We write
∗ for a chosen ﬁnal object in this category, and C∗ for the category of objects of C
equipped with a structure map from ∗. We think of C∗ as the category of based objects
in C. In our applications C is always either Cat, the category of small categories, or
SS, the category of simplicial sets.
Deﬁnition 5.2. A G∗-object in C consists of a functor F : G → C together with a
map ∗ → F() such that F(m1, . . . ,mr ) = ∗ whenever any mi = 0 and such that the
following diagram commutes,
∗
=


F(0)

F()  F(1),
where the left-hand map is the given map, the top map is the unique map, the right-
hand map is induced by the unique map (0) → (1) in G, and the bottom map is
induced by the map () → (1) in G from the unique map 0 → 1 in Inj and the identity
map on 1 in F . A map of G∗-objects F → G is a natural transformation f : F → G
making the following diagram commute:
∗









F()
f ()
 G().
We denote the category of G∗-objects as G∗-C.
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We remark that for a G∗-object F, the objects F 〈m〉 of C are based: the map from ∗ is
the explicitly given one for 〈m〉 = (), and the map ∗ = F(0, . . . , 0) → F(m1, . . . ,mr )
is induced from the unique map (0, . . . , 0) → (m1, . . . ,mr ) in F r for r > 0. It is
easy to see from the universal property of the terminal object and the diagram in
the deﬁnition, that any map 〈m〉 → 〈n〉 in G induces a based map F 〈m〉 → F 〈n〉.
Likewise, for a map f : F → G in G∗-C, the maps F 〈m〉 → G〈m〉 are based for all
〈m〉 in G. The following proposition is now clear.
Proposition 5.3. The category G∗-C is the full subcategory of the category of functors
G → C∗ consisting of those functors F with F(m1, . . . ,mr ) = ∗ whenever any mi = 0.
In order to deﬁne the multicategory structure on G∗-objects, we take advantage of
additional structure on the category G: it is actually a permutative category. The product
operation is given on objects by concatenation of tuples, with the obvious extension
to morphisms. We denote this operation as . This allows us to regard a G∗-object
G as a functor from Gk = G × · · · × G to C∗ by the formula G(〈n1〉, . . . , 〈nk〉) =
G(〈n1〉  · · ·  〈nk〉).
We will also exploit the smash product (written ∧) in C∗. For X and Y objects of
C∗, the smash product X ∧ Y is the pushout
(X × ∗)  (∗ × Y ) 

X × Y

∗  X ∧ Y.
It is well-known that ∧ is a closed symmetric monoidal product on SS∗ and Cat∗, and
more generally, when C is bicomplete and Cartesian closed, ∧ is a closed symmetric
monoidal product on C∗.
Given G∗-objects F1, . . . , Fk , and G, the set of k-morphisms in G∗-C from (F1, . . . ,
Fk) to G is the set of natural transformations f : F1×· · ·×Fk → G of functors Gk → C
which take the map F1()× · · · ×Fi−1()×∗×Fi+1()× · · · ×Fk() → F1()× · · · ×Fk()
induced by the given map ∗ → Fi() to the given map ∗ → G(). Equivalently and
more concisely in the case when C is Cartesian closed, this is the set of natural
transformations f : F1 ∧ · · · ∧ Fk → G of functors Gk → C∗:
Gk
F1×···×Fk



 f
Ck∗
∧

G
G
 C∗.
We obtain an action of k from the symmetry isomorphism of , and we obtain a
multiproduct from composition in C∗.
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Proposition 5.4. G∗-C forms a multicategory with the deﬁnitions above.
When C is enriched over small categories or simplicial sets, the conditions deﬁning
the objects and k-morphisms of G∗-C translate into limits on the categories or simplicial
sets of maps, and the multicategory G∗-C therefore inherits an enrichment. In the case
when C is the category of simplicial sets, the description of simplicial sets of k-
morphisms is clear. In the case when C is the category of small categories, we can
describe the enrichment of G∗-Cat over Cat explicitly as follows.
First, since ∗ is the trivial category with one object and one morphism, the map
∗ → G() in the deﬁnition of G∗-category is equivalent to specifying a distinguished
“basepoint’’ object of G(). For G∗-categories F1, . . . , Fk and G, the category of k-
morphisms from (F1, . . . , Fk) to G has as its objects the natural transformations
f : F1 ∧ · · · ∧ Fk → G of functors from Gk to Cat∗, i.e. collections of based func-
tors f 〈n〉 : F1〈n1〉 ∧ · · · ∧ Fk〈nk〉 → G(〈n1〉  · · ·  〈nk〉) natural in Gk . A map of
such k-morphisms  : f → g assigns to each object 〈n〉 = (〈n1〉, . . . , 〈nk〉) of Gk a
natural transformation 〈n〉 : f 〈n〉 → g〈n〉 such that the value of () at the basepoint
object of F1()∧ · · · ∧Fk() is the identity map on the basepoint object of G() and such
that for any morphism (h1, . . . , hk) : (〈m1〉, . . . , 〈mk〉) → (〈n1〉, . . . , 〈nk〉) in Gk , the
transformations given by the following two pasting diagrams coincide:
F1〈m1〉 ∧ · · · ∧ Fk〈mk〉
f

g

 
 
F1(h1)∧···∧Fk(hk)

G(〈m1〉  · · ·  〈mk〉)
G(h1···hk)

F1〈n1〉 ∧ · · · ∧ Fk〈nk〉
g
 G(〈n1〉  · · ·  〈nk〉)
F1〈m1〉 ∧ · · · ∧ Fk〈mk〉
f

= F1(h1)∧···∧Fk(hk)

G(〈m1〉  · · ·  〈mk〉)
G(h1···hk)

F1〈n1〉 ∧ · · · ∧ Fk〈nk〉
f

g

 
  G(〈n1〉  · · ·  〈nk〉).
Note, however, that since the left vertical arrows in both diagrams are induced by
maps using Cartesian products rather than smash products, the coincidence of the
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transformations given in the diagrams could equally well be speciﬁed by replacing the
smash products with Cartesian products. This will be of use to us in the next section.
A collection of natural transformations satisfying the coherence condition in the display
above is called a modiﬁcation.
It turns out that in the case when C is the category of simplicial sets or the category of
small categories, or more generally, a bicomplete Cartesian closed category, then G∗-C
is a bicomplete closed symmetric monoidal category, and the multicategory structure
associated to the symmetric monoidal structure is the one considered above. Since
this is not needed in the remainder of the paper, we give only a brief sketch of the
argument.
Let F (0) be the category with objects ∗ and () where ∗ is a null object (both initial
and ﬁnal) and the set of maps from () to itself consists of just the zero map and the
identity. For r > 0, let F (r) be the rth smash power of the based category F . (Note
that F (0) is not the usual zeroth smash power of based categories, although it is the
zeroth smash power in the full subcategory of Cat∗ of categories whose base object
is null.) As above, we write objects of F (r) as 〈m〉 = (m1, . . . ,mr ) but now (for
r > 0), 〈m〉 = ∗, the basepoint object, if any mi = 0. The categories F (r) have a
based action of Inj induced from the action described above for the Cartesian powers
F r ; in particular, the object () of F (0) gets sent to the constant string (1, . . . , 1). We
deﬁne G∗ to be the wreath product Inj
∫ F (−) formed in based categories. Speciﬁcally,
the set of objects of G∗ is
∨
r∈Ob(Inj)
Ob
(
F (r)
)
and the set of maps from 〈m〉 to 〈n〉 in G∗ form the based set
∨
q : r→s
( r∧
i=1
F(mi ,nq(i))
)
∧
( ∧
q−1(j)=∅
nj
)
,
where the wedge is over the maps q in Inj. The empty wedge is of course the one
point set, and the empty smash is 1. Note that the basepoint object ∗ of G∗ is a
null object, and the basepoint in each mapping set is the unique map that factors
through ∗.
We have a canonical functor G → G∗. In fact, we can identify the category G∗ as
the category obtained from G∗ by attaching a new null object ∗ and identifying 〈m〉
with ∗ whenever any mi = 0. In particular, every map in G∗(〈m〉, 〈n〉) is either the
trivial morphism (factoring through ∗) or in the image of G(〈m〉, 〈n〉). The function
G(〈m〉, 〈n〉) → G∗(〈m〉, 〈n〉) is in fact one-to-one on the subset of G(〈m〉, 〈n〉) that
does not map to the trivial morphism. A based functor G∗ → C∗ is a functor that takes
the null object ∗ of G∗ to the null object ∗ of C∗. The following proposition is now
clear from the discussion and Proposition 5.3.
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Proposition 5.5. The category G∗-C is isomorphic to the category of based functors
G∗ → C∗.
Concatenation again makes G∗ into a permutative category (where concatenation with
∗ on either side yields ∗). It follows from theorems of Day [3, Theorems 3.3 and 3.6],
that the category of based functors from G∗ to C∗ has a closed symmetric monoidal
structure, enriched over C∗, in which the product of functors F1 and F2 is given by
the left Kan extension F1 ∧F2 in the diagram on the left below. The universal property
of the Kan extension is that maps from F1 ∧F2 to G are in one-to-one correspondence
with natural transformations f as in the diagram on the right below.
G∗ × G∗
F1×F2



C∗ × C∗
∧
 C∗
G∗
F1∧F2

G∗ × G∗
F1×F2



 f
C∗ × C∗
∧

G∗
G
 C∗
Because G〈m〉 is the ﬁnal object ∗ whenever any mi = 0, a natural transformation
f in the diagram above is precisely the same as a 2-morphism in G∗-C under the
identiﬁcation of the previous proposition. The analogous observation for iterated smash
products and consistency with the multiproduct and symmetric group actions then imply
the following theorem.
Theorem 5.6. Let C be a bicomplete Cartesian closed category. Then G∗-C is a
closed symmetric monoidal category enriched over C. The multicategory structure of
Proposition 5.4 coincides with the multicategory structure inherited from the symmetric
monoidal structure.
Although we have no need for it in this paper, the discussion of this section may
be generalized to the context of a bicomplete symmetric monoidal closed category C,
where × in C is replaced with the symmetric monoidal product in C; however, ∗
remains the ﬁnal object in C and not the unit object.
6. From permutative categories to G∗-categories
We turn next to the description of our enriched multifunctor from permutative cate-
gories to G∗-categories. This section is devoted to the proof of the following theorem.
Theorem 6.1. Construction 4.4 extends to an enriched multifunctor J from permutative
categories to G∗-categories.
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To each permutative category C we need to associate a G∗-category JC : G → Cat∗.
Since this construction is to extend Construction 4.4, we must deﬁne it on objects
〈n〉 = (n1, . . . ,ns) by JC〈n〉 := C〈n〉. We then have JC〈n〉 = ∗ if any ni = 0. We
take JC() = C and we use the 0-object of C as the basepoint object. The canonical
isomorphism CC(1) takes the unit of C to the image of the single object of C(0).
Next we specify JC on morphisms of G. Given (	, q) : 〈m〉 → 〈n〉, where 〈m〉 =
(m1, . . . ,mr ) and 〈n〉 = (n1, . . . ,ns), the functor
JC(	, q) : C〈m〉 → C〈n〉
is obtained by composing the isomorphism
C〈m〉Cq∗〈m〉
induced by the permutation and extension functors described in Section 4 with the
functor
	∗ : Cq∗〈m〉 → C〈n〉
described in the proof of Theorem 4.2. This constructs a G∗-category JC.
Next we describe the functor J on k-morphisms. For this we need to describe functors
J : Pk(C1, . . . , Ck;D) → G∗-Cat(JC1, . . . , JCk; JD)
between categories of k-morphisms that preserve the symmetric group actions and the
multiproduct.
We begin by giving J on objects of Pk(C1, . . . , Ck;D); for this ﬁx a k-linear map
f : C1 × · · · × Ck → D. The k-morphism Jf : (JC1, . . . , JCk) → JD in G∗-Cat then
consists of a natural transformation of functors Jf as in the following diagram:
Gk
JC1×···×JCk



 Jf
Catk∗
∧

G
JD
 Cat∗.
This means that for each k-tuple of objects of G, (〈n1〉, . . . , 〈nk〉), where we have
〈ni〉 = (ni1, . . . ,nisi ), we need to specify a functor
Jf (〈n1〉, . . . , 〈nk〉) : JC1〈n1〉 × · · · × JCk〈nk〉 → JD(〈n1〉  · · ·  〈nk〉)
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which returns 0 or id0 whenever any of the input objects or morphisms are 0 or id0,
respectively.
An object of JCi〈ni〉 is a system of objects C〈Si 〉 of Ci , where we have 〈Si〉 =
(Si1, . . . , Sisi ) and Sij runs over all subsets of {1, . . . , nij }, together with structure maps
as speciﬁed in Construction 4.4. Given a k-tuple of such systems (C〈S1〉, . . . , C〈Sk〉), we
need to construct an object of JD(〈n1〉· · ·〈nk〉), which is a system of objects D〈T 〉
of D, where 〈T 〉 runs over all s1 + · · · + sk-tuples of subsets of the sets {1, . . . , nij }
for 1 ik and 1jsi . But such a 〈T 〉 is simply the concatenation of a collection
of lists 〈Si〉 for 1 ik, each of which determines an object C〈Si 〉 of Ci . We therefore
deﬁne the object D〈T 〉 as simply f (C〈S1〉, . . . , C〈Sk〉) for the component sublists 〈Si〉
of 〈T 〉; note that this object is 0 if any of the inputs are 0, by the k-linearity of f. It
is now a lengthy but straightforward exercise to check that the evident structure maps
satisfy the requirements for an object of JD(〈n1〉  · · ·  〈nk〉). The deﬁnition easily
extends to morphisms of JC1 × · · · × JCk .
We need to check that this construction is natural in morphisms of Gk . But the
morphisms of Gk are generated by the morphisms in each factor of G, which in turn
are generated by maps in the component F s’s and induced maps 〈m〉 → q∗〈m〉 for
injections q : r → s. For maps 	i : 〈ni〉 → 〈n′i〉 in F si , we need the following diagram
to commute:
JC1〈n1〉 × · · · × JCk〈nk〉
Jf

JC〈	i 〉

JD(〈n1〉  · · ·  〈nk〉)
JD〈	i 〉

JC1〈n′1〉 × · · · × JCk〈n′k〉
Jf
 JD(〈n′1〉  · · ·  〈n′k〉).
However, going around the square either way sends a k-tuple of systems (C〈S1〉, . . . ,
C〈Sk〉) to the system D〈T 〉, where 〈T 〉 runs over s1 + · · · + sk-tuples of subsets of
the sets {1, . . . , n′ij } for 1 ik and 1jsi , and D〈T 〉 is deﬁned by breaking 〈T 〉
up into component lists 〈T 〉 = 〈T1, . . . , Tk〉 where 〈Ti〉 has length si . The subsets in
the list 〈Ti〉 are then pulled back along the 	i’s to give a list of subsets 	−1i 〈Ti〉 of{1, . . . , nij }, and D〈T 〉 is then f (C	−11 〈T1〉, . . . , C	−1k 〈Tk〉). A similar formula gives the
composite in either direction on morphisms.
The induced morphisms from the maps 〈m〉 → q∗〈m〉 for an injection q : r → s are
the isomorphisms induced by the permutation and extension isomorphisms in the C’s.
Again, given injections qi : ri → si , we need the following diagram to commute:
JC1〈m1〉 × · · · × JCk〈mk〉
Jf

JC〈qi 〉

JD(〈m1〉  · · ·  〈mk〉)
JD〈qi 〉

JC1(q1)∗〈m1〉 × · · · × JCk(qk)∗〈mk〉
Jf
 JD((q1)∗〈m1〉  · · ·  (qk)∗〈mk〉).
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Again, an object in the upper left category is a k-tuple (C〈S1〉, . . . , C〈Sk〉), and we
produce a D〈T 〉 from going around the square in either direction. But 〈T 〉 is a con-
catenation of lists 〈Si〉 of subsets of {1, . . . , miq−1i (j)}, where if q
−1
i (j) is empty, we
set m
iq−1i (j)
= 1 for consistency with our construction of JCi as a G∗-category. If any
of the component subsets Sij are empty, then D〈T 〉 must be 0, while if all of the Sij ’s
for q−1i (j) = ∅ are {1}, then the 1’s can be dropped and we get a permutation of
lists indexing the given object (C〈S1〉, . . . , C〈Sk〉), say (C〈S−1(1)〉, . . . , C〈S−1(k)〉). The
corresponding object under either composition is then f (C〈S−1(1)〉, . . . , C〈S−1(k)〉). A
similar (but easier) check shows that the diagram commutes on morphisms as well. We
have therefore speciﬁed a k-morphism Jf in G∗-Cat from (JC1, . . . , JCk) to JD.
We also need to specify a modiﬁcation J from Jf to Jg whenever we have
a morphism  : f → g in Pk(C1, . . . , Ck;D). This means that for each object
(〈n1〉, . . . , 〈nk〉) of Gk , we need to specify a natural transformation
JC1〈n1〉 × · · · × JCk〈nk〉
Jf

Jg

 
 J JD(〈n1〉  · · ·  〈nk〉).
This means in turn that for each object 〈C〈Si 〉〉 = (C〈S1〉, . . . , C〈Sk〉) of JC1〈n1〉× · · ·×
JCk〈nk〉, we need a morphism in JD(〈n1〉  · · ·  〈nk〉) from Jf 〈C〈Si 〉〉 to Jg〈C〈Si 〉〉.
But Jf 〈C〈Si 〉〉 is a system of objects of the form f 〈C〈Si 〉〉, and Jg〈C〈Si 〉〉 is a system of
objects of the form g〈C〈Si 〉〉, and  provides a natural transformation from one system of
objects to the other. We leave to the reader the tedious but straightforward veriﬁcations
necessary to show that we have, in fact, speciﬁed a map J of multicategories enriched
over Cat.
7. From G∗-categories to symmetric spectra
We turn next to the description of our multifunctor from G∗-categories to symmetric
spectra. As before, to avoid the confusion of the different levels of functors and natural
transformations, it is convenient to work as long as possible with G∗-objects in a general
Cartesian closed bicomplete category C; we are only really interested in the case when
C is the category of small categories Cat and the case when C is the category of
simplicial sets SS. As before, let C∗ be the category of based objects in C. The
construction in this generality is a multifunctor into the multicategory of symmetric
spectra in Cop∗ . We begin with a review of this multicategory.
The standard deﬁnition of the category of symmetric spectra in Cop∗ in the case
when C is the category of sets is usually phrased in terms of the smash product of
based simplicial sets, which is a special case of the smash product in C∗ introduced
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in Section 5. The formulation of the category of symmetric spectra that follows is
therefore a simple generalization of the category of symmetric spectra of [9].
Deﬁnition 7.1. Let C be bicomplete and Cartesian closed. Let Cop∗ denote the category
of simplicial objects in C∗, i.e., contravariant functors from the simplicial category 
to the category C∗. We use ∗ to denote both the null object of C∗ and also the null
object in Cop∗ , the constant simplicial object on ∗. For X in C
op
∗ and K a ﬁnite based
simplicial set, write X∧K for the tensor of X with K; concretely, X∧K has n-simplices
(X ∧ K)n =
∨
Kn\{∗}
Xn,
where
∨
denotes the coproduct in C∗. A symmetric spectrum in C
op
∗ consists of
objects X(p) in Cop∗ for all nonnegative integers p, an action of the symmetric group
p on X(p), and “suspension’’ maps
p : X(p) ∧ S1• → X(p + 1),
such that for each q1 the composite X(p) ∧ (S1•)q → X(p + q) preserves the
(p × q)-action.
A k-morphism in symmetric spectra in Cop∗ from (X1, . . . , Xk) to Y consists of
maps
X1(p1) ∧ · · · ∧ Xk(pk) → Y (p1 + · · · + pk)
for all p1, . . . , pk that preserve the p1 ×· · ·×pk action and that make the following
diagram commute for 1 ik:
(X1(p1) ∧ · · · ∧ Xk(pk)) ∧ S1• 


Y (p1 + · · · + pk) ∧ S1•

X1(p1) ∧ · · · ∧ (Xi(pi) ∧ S1•) ∧ · · · ∧ Xk(pk)

Y (p1 + · · · + pk + 1)
ci

X1(p1) ∧ · · · ∧ Xi(pi + 1) ∧ · · · ∧ Xk(pk)  Y (p1 + · · · + pk + 1),
(7.1)
where ci denotes the permutation in p1+···+pk+1 that moves the last element to
the (p1 + · · · + pi + 1)-st position but otherwise preserves the order, i.e., the cycle
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(q + 1, . . . , p, p + 1) where q = p1 + · · · + pi and p = p1 + · · · + pk . The k action
on the k-morphisms is induced by permuting the product factors and the symmetric
group action on the target, permuting blocks. The multiproduct is induced by smash
products and compositions in C∗.
By the simplicial nature of the construction, the multicategory is enriched over sim-
plicial sets. When C∗ is enriched over small categories or simplicial sets, the conditions
in the previous deﬁnition translate into limits on the categories or simplicial sets of
maps, and the multicategory of symmetric spectra in Cop∗ becomes enriched over
simplicial categories or bisimplicial sets.
Proposition 7.2. The multicategory of symmetric spectra in based simplicial sets as
deﬁned above is isomorphic to the multicategory associated to the symmetric monoidal
category of symmetric spectra of [9].
Proof. This is an easy consequence of the external formulation of the smash product of
symmetric spectra. Technically, the paper [9] considers the category of “left S-modules’’
whereas the (external) formulation above speciﬁes the category of right S-modules, but
the identity isomorphism SSop induces a strong symmetric monoidal isomorphism
between these categories. 
Now we describe our multifunctor I from G∗-objects in C to symmetric spectra in
Cop∗ . Recall from Section 4 that we have deﬁned our model of the circle S1• so that
its based set of n-simplices is n, giving S1• as a functor from op to F .
Construction 7.3. For F a G∗-object in C, and for p0 let IF (p) be given by the
composite in the following diagram:
op
D
 (op)p
(S1• )p
 Fp  G
F
 C∗,
where D is the diagonal, and the unlabelled arrow is the canonical inclusion of Fp
into G. In particular, IF (0) is the constant simplicial object F(). We give IF (p) the
p action arising from the action of p on Fp. We have maps
IF (p) ∧ S1• → IF (p + 1)
induced by the maps in G
(n1, . . . ,np) → (n1, . . . ,np,np+1)
indexed by the nonzero elements of np+1, with the map indexed by x being the map
given by the injection including {1, . . . , p} in {1, . . . , p+1} and the map in the p+1’st
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copy of F sending 1 to np+1 by the unique based map sending 1 to x. The composite
map
IF (p) ∧ (S1•)q → IF (p + q)
has a similar description and so is easily seen to be p × q equivariant. It follows
that these objects and maps assemble to a symmetric spectrum which we write as IF.
Theorem 7.4. I extends to a multifunctor from the multicategory of G∗-objects in C to
the multicategory of symmetric spectra in Cop∗ .
Proof. Let F1, . . . , Fk and G be G∗-objects in C, and consider a k-morphism f from
(F1, . . . , Fk) to G, which consists of a natural transformation as indicated in the
following diagram:
Gk
F1×···×Fk



 f
Ck∗
∧

G
G
 C∗.
It is straightforward to verify that the following diagram commutes:
Fp1 × · · · × Fpk 


Gk


Fp1+···+pk  G,
so by pasting we obtain the following composite diagram, which gives the induced
map of symmetric spectra. (For reasons of space, we have written F (p1,... ,pk) for
Fp1 × · · · × Fpk , and similarly for other superscripted k-tuples.)
(op)k
Dk

(op)(p1,... ,pk)
(S1• )(p1,... ,pk)



F (p1,... ,pk) 


Gk
F1×···×Fk



 f
Ck∗
∧

op
D

D

(op)p1+···+pk
(S1• )p1+···+pk
 Fp1+···+pk  G
G
 C∗
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The suspension diagram (7.1) commutes by naturality of f and the deﬁnition of the
suspension maps and symmetric group action because the following diagram of maps
in G commutes for all i, all objects 〈n1〉, . . . , 〈nk〉, and all based maps 1 → n. For
reasons of space, let 〈n′〉 = 〈n1〉  · · ·  〈ni〉, and let 〈n′′〉 = 〈ni+1〉  · · ·  〈nk〉 Then
we have
〈n′〉  〈n′′〉  (1) 
id

〈n′〉  〈n′′〉  (n)
id

〈n′〉  (1)  〈n′′〉  〈n′〉  (n)  〈n′′〉,
where the horizontal maps are induced by the given map 1 → n. We leave to the
reader the exercise of correlating deﬁnitions to check that this association preserves the
symmetric group action on the k-morphisms, the units, and the multiproduct.
When we regard the k-morphisms of G∗-objects as discrete simplicial sets, the mul-
ticategory G∗-C is enriched over simplicial sets and the multifunctor described above
is enriched (for trivial reasons). When C is enriched over small categories or simpli-
cial sets, we can regard the multicategory of G∗-objects as enriched over simplicial
categories or bisimplicial sets by taking the (other) simplicial direction to be discrete.
A straightforward check then shows that the multifunctor described above is enriched
over simplicial categories or bisimplicial sets.
Composing the multifunctor J from the previous section, the multifunctor I, the
nerve functor, and the diagonal functor (from bisimplicial sets to simplicial sets), we
obtain a multifunctor K from the multicategory of small permutative categories to the
multicategory of symmetric spectra. By inspection, the underlying functor is naturally
isomorphic to the functor Knew described in Deﬁnition 4.5. This completes the proof
of Theorem 1.1. 
8. Ring categories, bipermutative categories, and the operads ∗ and E∗
This section is devoted to the proofs of Theorems 3.4 and 3.8.
Proof of Theorem 3.4. First, suppose we are given a small ring category A; we must
produce a multifunctor ∗ → P sending the single object of ∗ to A. In this case, a
multifunctor as speciﬁed in the theorem is precisely a map of operads (in Cat) from
∗ to the endomorphism operad of A in P, whose component categories are the k-
linear maps Pk(A, . . . ,A;A). In other words, we must deﬁne a sequence of functors
Tk : k → Pk(A, . . . ,A;A), and show that they specify a map of operads. Since k is
a discrete category, specifying the functor Tk is equivalent to specifying a k-morphism
Tk for every element  in the group k . As per Deﬁnition 3.2, the k-morphism T 
consists of a functor f  : Ak → A and natural distributivity maps i for 1 ik.
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We deﬁne f  by
f (a1, . . . , ak) = a−1(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ a−1(k).
For notational convenience in deﬁning i , let P = a−1(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ a−1((i)−1), and
Q = a−1((i)+1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ a−1(k). We then deﬁne i as the common diagonal of the
following square, which commutes by Deﬁnition 3.3, condition (e):
(P ⊗ ai ⊗ Q)(P ⊗ a′i ⊗ Q)
dl

dr

((P ⊗ ai)(P ⊗ a′i )) ⊗ Q
dr⊗1

P ⊗ ((ai ⊗ Q)(a′i ⊗ Q))
1⊗dl
 P ⊗ (aia′i ) ⊗ Q.
The reader may now verify that the requirements for distributivity maps are satisﬁed.
We must verify that the Tk’s give a map of operads. Equivariance is elementary; we
check preservation of the multiproduct. This follows as a consequence of the following
commutative diagram, where  ∈ k and i ∈ ji for 1 ik:
Aj1 × · · · ×Ajk
f 1×···×f k





1×···×k

Aj1 × · · · ×Ajk
⊗k

〈j1,... ,jk〉

Ak
f 








Aj−1(1) × · · · ×Aj−1(k)
⊗k
 Ak
⊗
 A.
We must also check that the distributivity maps of (T ; T1, . . . , Tk) coincide with
those of T(;1, . . . ,k). However, both distribute to the same ending point, which
may be written
P1 ⊗ P2 ⊗ (aia′i ) ⊗ Q2 ⊗ Q1,
where P1 is the tensor product of blocks preceding the one in which aia′i appears,
and P2 is the tensor product of the terms in the same block which precede aia′i .
Q1 and Q2 are described analogously. Now (T ; T1, . . . , Tk) distributes ﬁrst
P1 and Q1, and then P2 and Q2, while T(;1, . . . ,k) does it all at once. The
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resulting maps coincide by property (d) of the distributivity maps in Deﬁnition 3.3.
Therefore T preserves the multiproduct, and we get a map of operads, i.e., a multifunctor
T : ∗ → P.
Now suppose given a map of operads T : ∗ → {Pk(Ak;A)}; we must produce a
ring structure on A. First, the tensor product functor ⊗: A2 → A is the functor part
of the image of 1 ∈ 2, and the unit object is the image of the unique element of
0. Write 1n for the identity element of n. Then the strict associativity of ⊗ follows
from the fact that (12; 12, 11) = 13 = (12; 11, 12), and the unit condition follows
from (12; 11, 10) = 11 = (12; 10, 11).
The distributivity maps dl and dr arise as part of the structure of the target of
12 ∈ 2. Properties (a), (b), (c), and (f) follow immediately from requirements for k-
morphisms in P. Properties (d) and (e) follow from the facts that T is a map of operads,
and also that (12; 11, 12) = (12; 12, 11). The distributivity maps for the images of
these composites must therefore coincide, and both (d) and (e) follow. We therefore
have a ring structure whenever we have a map of operads ∗ → {Pk(Ak;A)}.
Finally, we must verify that these correspondences are inverse to each other. First
suppose given a ring structure on A, and let T : ∗ → {Pk(Ak;A)} be the induced
map of operads. By deﬁnition, T (12) is the tensor product on A, together with both
distributivity maps, and the multiplicative unit is given by T (10). We therefore recover
the original structure from its induced map of operads.
Now suppose we start with a map of operads T : ∗ → {Pk(Ak;A)}, and give A
the induced ring structure. By induction using the fact that (12; 1k−1, 11) = 1k , we
ﬁnd that
f 1k (a1, . . . , ak) = a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ak,
and from equivariance it follows that, for  ∈ k ,
f (a1, . . . , ak) = a−1(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ a−1(k).
We therefore recover the map of operads T on underlying functors f, and we are left
with the recovery of the distributivity maps. By equivariance, it sufﬁces to recover the
distributivity maps 1ki , which we do by induction on k. This is trivial if k2. Since
T is a map of operads, we have
(T (12); T (1i ), T (1k−i )) = T (1k).
If i < k, assume by induction that 1ii is given by
(P ⊗ ai)(P ⊗ a′i )
dr
 P ⊗ (aia′i ).
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Then by the deﬁnition of distributivity maps in the particular multiproduct (T (12);
T (1i ), T (1k−i )), we have 1ki given by the composite
(P ⊗ ai ⊗ Q)(P ⊗ a′i ⊗ Q)
dl
 ((P ⊗ ai)(P ⊗ a′i )) ⊗ Q
dr⊗1
 P ⊗ (aia′i ) ⊗ Q,
as required. In the remaining case, where i = k, we use the fact that the (single)
distributivity map of T (11) is the identity, together with
(T (12); T (1k−1), T (11)) = T (1k),
to exhibit 1kk as simply
(P ⊗ ak)(P ⊗ a′k)
dr
 P ⊗ (aka′k),
as required. This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 3.8. First suppose given a speciﬁed map of operads E∗ →
{Pk(Rk;R)}. Then we have the composite multifunctor
∗  E∗
R
 P,
so by Theorem 3.4, R is associative. We therefore get all of the bipermutative structure
except for:
(1) ⊗,
(2) The coherence diagram for ⊗ from the requirement that (R,⊗, 1) form a permu-
tative category, and
(3) Diagram (e′).
The symmetry isomorphism ⊗ is the image of the isomorphism between the two
objects of E2. The coherence diagram
a ⊗ b ⊗ c
⊗

1⊗⊗ 



c ⊗ a ⊗ b
a ⊗ c ⊗ b
⊗⊗1

now follows as a consequence of there being exactly one isomorphism in E3 be-
tween 13 ∈ 3 and the permutation sending (abc) to (cab). Diagram (e′) is simply
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Fig. 1.
the requirement that ⊗, being the image of a morphism in E2, must be a mor-
phism in P2(R2;R). A map of operads E∗ → {Pk(Rk;R)} therefore determines a
bipermutative structure on R.
Suppose now that we are given that R is a small bipermutative category; we need to
construct the multifunctor T : E∗ → P. From Theorem 3.4, we get the map of operads
on the objects ∗ once we know that R is a ring category, and the only issue here
is diagram (e) in Deﬁnition 3.3, which we have replaced with (e′). However, diagram
(e) follows as a consequence of the commutativity of the diagram in Fig. 1, all of
whose subdiagrams are instances of the coherence requirements for a bipermutative
category.
We therefore get a map of operads T : ∗ → {Pk(Rk;R)}, and it remains to extend
this to the morphisms in the Ek’s. These consist of one isomorphism between each
pair of objects. Given any pair of elements  and  in k , the permutative structure
on (R,⊗, 1) gives a canonical isomorphism
a−1(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ a−1(k)

 a−1(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ a−1(k),
as a composite of the maps ⊗; we take this as the image of the unique morphism from
 to . The coherence condition for ⊗ implies that any ways of composing various
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instances of ⊗ that lead to the same permutation of the tensor factors give the same
isomorphism; we use this fact multiple times below, and refer to it as “uniqueness of
the permutation isomorphisms’’. Compatibility of these permutation isomorphisms with
the given distributivity maps follows from coherence of the bipermutative structure,
speciﬁcally property (e′) using the fact that k is generated by transpositions. The
uniqueness of the permutation isomorphisms implies that Tk is a functor Ek →
Pk(Rk;R). In order to see that T deﬁnes a map of operads on the morphisms, we apply
a little more coherence theory. Given objects (;1, . . . ,k) and (′;′1, . . . ,′k) of
Ek × Ej1 × · · · × Ejk , there is a unique isomorphism from one to the other in
Ek ×Ej1 ×· · ·×Ejk . The target of this morphism under T ﬁrst permutes within
blocks, and then permutes the blocks, while the target under T does this all at once;
these are the same isomorphism by the uniqueness of the permutation isomorphisms.
This concludes the proof that T is a map of operads, and consequently the given data
determine a multifunctor E∗ → P. The proof that the passages back and forth are
inverse to each other is exactly as in the proof of Theorem 3.4. 
9. Modules and algebras in permutative categories
In this section, we describe some of the module and algebra structures in P, the mul-
ticategory of permutative categories. We ﬁrst deﬁne each structure in terms of functors
and natural transformations; we then reinterpret the structure in terms of parameter mul-
ticategories. All of the parameter multicategories we describe below have contractible
components in their k-morphism categories, so collapsing each component to a sin-
gle point gives a map of multicategories that is the identity on objects and a weak
equivalence on k-morphisms. From Theorems 1.3 and 1.4, it follows that the structures
we describe pass to structures on K-theory spectra equivalent to the associated strict
structures.
9.1. Modules
Deﬁnition 9.1.1. Let A be a ring category and D a permutative category. A left A-
module structure on D consists of a functor ⊗: A×D → D that is strictly associative
in the sense that the diagram
A ×A ×D
1×⊗

⊗×1

A ×D
⊗

A ×D
⊗
 D
commutes, strictly unital in the sense that the composite
D{1} ×D  A ×D
⊗
 D
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coincides with the identity, together with natural distributivity maps
dl : (a ⊗ d)(a′ ⊗ d) → (aa′) ⊗ d
and
dr : (a ⊗ d)(a ⊗ d ′) → a ⊗ (dd ′)
subject to the commutativity of all the diagrams in Deﬁnition 3.3.
Left module structure over a ring category can be described in terms of a parameter
multicategory; recall that a ring category structure is given by a map out of the operad
∗ (Theorem 3.4).
Deﬁnition 9.1.2. The multicategory M∗ is the following parameter multicategory for
modules: it has two objects, A (the “ring’’) and M (the “module’’). In the case in which
exactly one input is M and the output is also M , we set M∗k (Aj−1,M,Ak−j ;M) =
{ ∈ k : (j) = k}, and if all inputs and the output are A, we set M∗k (Ak;A) = k .
All other k-morphism sets are required to be empty. The multiproduct and ∗-action
are deﬁned in exactly the same way as in the operad ∗; see the discussion following
Theorem 3.4.
Note that restricting our attention to the single object A gives a multifunctor
∗ → M∗ ,
so if we have a multifunctor M∗ → P, the image of A is a ring category. The
fundamental theorem about left module structures on permutative categories is the
following:
Theorem 9.1.3. Left A-module structures on D determine and are determined by mul-
tifunctors M∗ → P sending A to A and M to D such that the restriction
∗ → M∗ → P
gives the structure map for A as a ring category.
Proof. First suppose given a left A-module structure on D; we must produce a mul-
tifunctor T : M∗ → P. The ring structure on A gives us the multifunctor on the
k-morphisms of M∗ involving only A, so consider  ∈ M∗k (Aj−1,M,Ak−j ;M),
i.e.,  ∈ k and (j) = k. We deﬁne
T  : Aj−1 ×D ×Ak−j → D
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by the formula
T (a1, . . . , aj−1, d, aj+1, . . . , ak) = a−1(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ a−1(k−1) ⊗ d.
Since (j) = k, all of the objects a−1(1), . . . , a−1(k−1) are indeed objects of A, and
this formula is simply a special instance of the usual formula
T (b1, . . . , bk) = b−1(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ b−1(k).
The proof that this formula determines a multifunctor now proceeds exactly as in the
proof of Theorem 3.4.
On the other hand, given a multifunctor M∗ → P sending A to A and M to D,
and which restricts on A to the ring category structure map for A, we must produce a
left A-module structure on D. The tensor pairing ⊗: A×D → D is the image of the
single element of M∗(A,M;M), and the distributivity maps are part of the structure
of the target of this element. The rest of the proof now follows exactly as in the proof
of Theorem 3.4. 
We have the following immediate consequence.
Corollary 9.1.4. If D is a left A-module, then KD is a left KA module.
When A is not just ring but actually bipermutative, we can describe a parameter mul-
ticategory that captures this further structure using the translation category construction
E applied to M∗ : for a multicategory of sets M, let EM denote the multicategory en-
riched over small categories for which EMk(B1, . . . , Bk;C) is the category obtained by
applying E to the set of k-morphisms Mk(B1, . . . , Bk;C). There is an obvious inclusion
of multicategories M → EM, where we consider M enriched over small categories with
all the categories discrete.
Lemma 9.1.5. Let ∗ → M∗ be the inclusion of the k-morphisms of M∗ involving
only A. Then the diagram of multicategories
∗ 

M∗

E∗  EM∗
is a pushout. In other words, making the k-morphisms in ∗ all canonically isomorphic
forces all the other k-morphisms in M∗ to be canonically isomorphic as well.
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Proof. Let Q be another multicategory, and suppose we have a commutative diagram
∗ 

M∗

E∗  Q
of multicategories. We must show that there is a unique dashed arrow making the
diagram of multicategories
∗ 

M∗










E∗ 







EM∗





Q
commute. Certainly there is no choice about the values on the objects of the k-morphism
category EM∗k (B1, . . . , Bk;C), since the objects are the same as the objects of M∗ .
The values on morphisms of E∗ are also determined. We show that whenever 1 and
2 are objects in EM∗k (Aj−1,M,Ak−j ;M), the image of the map from 1 to 2 is
also determined. Since 2 ◦−11 ﬁxes k, we can think of it as an element of k−1, and
let  be the unique map in Ek−1 from the identity permutation to 2 ◦ −11 . Then
we can express the unique map from 1 to 2 in EM∗k (A
j−1,M,Ak−j ;M) by the
formula
(id;, 1M) · 1,
where  is the single object of M∗2 (A,M;M). This establishes uniqueness of such a
multifunctor, and it remains to show existence. Using the formula above to deﬁne the
functors, it is straightforward to show that they preserve the symmetric group action
and the multiproduct and therefore deﬁne a multifunctor EM∗ → Q. 
Corollary 9.1.6. Let R be a small bipermutative category, D a small permutative
category. Then left R-module structures on D determine and are determined by mul-
tifunctors EM∗ → P sending M to D and restricting on A to the bipermutative
structure map E∗ → P for R.
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 9.1.5 with Q replaced by P. 
Applying Theorem 1.4 we obtain the following corollary.
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Corollary 9.1.7. If D is a left module over a bipermutative category R, then KD is
weakly equivalent to a strict module over a strictly commutative ring spectrum weakly
equivalent to KR.
For right modules, the relevant deﬁnitions are as follows.
Deﬁnition 9.1.8. Let A be a ring category, D a permutative category. Then the structure
of a right A-module on D consists of a functor ⊗: D × A → D that is strictly
associative and unital in the analogous sense as in Deﬁnition 9.1.1, together with
distributivity maps again deﬁned analogously and satisfying the corresponding diagrams.
Deﬁnition 9.1.9. The multicategory rM∗ is the following parameter multicategory for
modules: It has two objects, A and M, with k-morphism sets being empty unless all
inputs are A and the output is A or exactly one input is M and the output is M. In
the ﬁrst case, the k-morphisms are k , so the endomorphism operad of A is ∗ (as in
M∗ ), but we set
rM∗k (A
j−1,M,Ak−j ;M) = { ∈ k : (j) = 1}.
The ∗-action and multiproduct are deﬁned exactly as in ∗.
Theorem 9.1.10. Let A be a small ring category and D a small permutative category.
Then right A-module structures on D determine and are determined by multifunctors
rM∗ → P sending M to D and restricting on A to the structure map for A as a ring
category.
The proof is safely left to the reader, given the proof of Theorem 9.1.3. The obvious
analogs to Corollaries 9.1.4, 9.1.6, and 9.1.7 also hold.
Just as in ordinary algebra, a right module over A is the same thing as a left module
over the opposite structure “Aop’’, which we now deﬁne.
Deﬁnition 9.1.11. The opposite map is the map of operads op : ∗ → ∗ deﬁned as
follows. For k0, deﬁne rk ∈ k by rk(j) = k + 1 − j , so rk reverses order. We then
deﬁne
op : k → k
by op() = rk ◦ .
We leave to the reader the check that op deﬁnes a map of operads.
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Deﬁnition 9.1.12. Let A be a ring category. The opposite of A, written Aop, is the
ring category given by the composite
∗
op
 ∗
A
 P.
Corollary 9.1.13. Right A-module structures on a small permutative category D de-
termine and are determined by left Aop-module structures on D.
Proof. The automorphism ∗
op−→ ∗ extends to an isomorphism M∗ op−→ rM∗ for
which the diagram
∗
op


∗

M∗
op

rM∗
commutes. The extension is given by exactly the same formula: using the elements
rk ∈ k deﬁned by rk(j) = k+1−j , we deﬁne op() = rk ◦, and clearly if (j) = k,
then op()(j) = 1. The result now follows immediately. 
Corollary 9.1.14. If R is bipermutative, so is Rop.
Proof. The map “op’’ of operads extends to the map of operads
E(op) : E∗ → E∗.
9.2. Bimodules
The following is the explicit deﬁnition of a bimodule in the context of permutative
categories.
Deﬁnition 9.2.1. Let A and B be ring categories, and D a permutative category. We
say that D is an A-B bimodule if D is a left A-module and a right B-module, the
associativity diagram
A ×D × B
⊗×1

1×⊗

D × B
⊗

A ×D
⊗
 D
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commutes, and diagrams (e) and (f) from Deﬁnition 3.3 commute in all situations in
which the maps are deﬁned.
For bimodule structures, the fundamental parameter multicategory is as follows.
Deﬁnition 9.2.2. The bimodule parameter multicategory B∗ has objects A, B (the
“rings’’, with A acting on the left and B on the right) and M (the “module’’). All sets
of k-maps are empty with the exception of those in which M appears exactly once in
the input and is the output, those where all inputs and the output are A, and those
where all inputs and the output are B. In the latter two cases the set of k-maps is k .
In the case of B∗k (C1, . . . , Ck;D) with Cj = D = M and all other entries either A
or B, we set B∗k = { ∈ k : (i) < (j) ⇔ Ci = A}. These are precisely the ’s for
which the list C−1(1), . . . , C−1(k) is the list A(j)−1,M,Bk−(j). In particular, (j)
must always be one plus the number of A’s occurring in the input. The k action and
the multiproduct are deﬁned exactly as for the operad ∗.
Note in particular that restriction to either of the single objects A or B determines a
multifunctor ∗ → B∗ .
Theorem 9.2.3. Let A and B be small ring categories. Then an A-B bimodule struc-
ture on a small permutative category D determines and is determined by a multifunctor
B∗ → P sending M to D, restricting on the single object A to the structure mul-
tifunctor ∗ → P for A and on the single object B to the structure multifunctor
for B.
Proof. Given bimodule structure on D and an element  ∈ B∗k (C1, . . . , Ck;D), we
need to deﬁne a functor T , and we use the usual formula
T (c1, . . . , ck) = c−1(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ c−1(k).
The proof that this gives a multifunctor B∗ → P now proceeds in exactly the same
way as in the proof of Theorem 3.4. Conversely, suppose we are given a multifunctor
T : B∗ → P satisfying the conditions in the theorem. Restricting to pairs of objects
(A,M) or (B,M) gives us restriction multifunctors M∗ → B∗ and rM∗ → B∗ ,
and we immediately obtain a left A-module structure on D and a right B-module
structure on D. The associativity diagram commutes because B∗3 (A,M,B;M) has
only one element, and diagrams (e) and (f) commute exactly as in the proof of Theorem
3.4. This concludes the proof. 
Corollary 9.2.4. If D is an A-B bimodule for ring categories A and B, then KD is
a KA-KB bimodule in symmetric spectra.
In the case where A = B, we can collapse the parameter multicategory further using
a special case of the parameter multicategory in the second example after Deﬁnition
2.4:
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Deﬁnition 9.2.5. The parameter multicategory bM∗ has two objects, A and M, and is
a parameter multicategory for modules, so there are no k-morphisms unless M is the
output and appears exactly once in the input, or else A is the output and only A appears
in the input. In these cases the k-morphisms are k , with the multiproduct deﬁned as
in ∗.
To compare this multicategory with the previous one, we use the following lemma:
Lemma 9.2.6. Consider the diagram of multicategories
∗
 B∗  bM∗
where the two arrows on the left are the inclusions of the endomorphism operads of
the objects A and B, and the arrow on the right sends both A and B to A, and sends
permutations in B∗ to corresponding ones in bM∗ . This is a coequalizer diagram of
multicategories.
Proof. The key point here is that each permutation in bM∗k (Aj−1,M,Ak−j ;M) has
exactly one preimage in B∗ . Once we realize this, extending a coequalizing multi-
functor to bM∗ is simply a matter of sending all permutations to their images under
the multifunctor. 
The characterization of A-A bimodules in terms of a parameter multicategory now
follows immediately.
Corollary 9.2.7. If A is a small ring category and D is a small permutative category,
then an A-A bimodule structure on D determines and is determined by a multifunctor
bM∗ → P sending M to D and restricting on A to the ring category structure
multifunctor ∗ → P for A.
The analog of Corollary 9.2.4 now follows as well.
If one or both of A and B are bipermutative, one can also describe A-B bimodules
with this extra structure in terms of parameter multicategories. We leave this to the
interested reader.
We can also ask for an analogous characterization of A-A bimodules as in Corollary
9.2.7 in the case where A is bipermutative. The answer is NOT to apply E to all the
multicategories in the diagram in Lemma 9.2.6. (This illustrates the fact that E does
not preserve coequalizers.) Instead, we get a multicategory described as follows.
Deﬁnition 9.2.8. The multicategory bEM∗ is a parameter multicategory for modules,
so has objects A and M, with the k-morphisms empty except in the cases where M
appears exactly once in the input and is the output, or else all inputs and the output
are A. We set bEM∗k (A
k;A) = Ek . The objects of bEM∗k (Aj−1,M,Ak−j ;M) are
the elements of k , but the objects are not all isomorphic. Instead, we look at the
equivalence relation on k in which  ∼ ′ if and only if (j) = ′(j) and  and
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′ are in the same coset of the left action of (j)−1 × k−(j) on k . Equivalently,
we could say that  ∼ ′ means that (i) < (j) ⇔ ′(i) < ′(j) whenever 1 ik.
There is exactly one morphism from  to ′ when  and ′ are equivalent and no
morphisms when they are not equivalent. We leave it to the reader to check that the
same formula for the multiproduct in ∗ extends to give multicategory structure on
bEM∗ .
Lemma 9.2.9. Consider the diagram of multicategories
E∗
 EB∗  bEM∗ ,
where the two arrows on the left are the inclusions of the endomorphism operads of
the objects A and B, and the arrow on the right sends both A and B to A, and sends
permutations to themselves. This is a coequalizer diagram of multicategories.
Proof. Given Lemma 9.2.6, the only issue is the morphisms. However, the deﬁnition
of the morphisms in bEM∗ is precisely the requirement that two k-morphisms are
isomorphic in bEM∗ if and only if they come from isomorphic k-morphisms in EB∗ .
The result follows. 
Corollary 9.2.10. Let R be a small bipermutative category. Then R-R bimodule struc-
tures on a small permutative category D determine and are determined by multifunctors
bEM∗ → P sending A to R and M to D, and which restrict on A to the bipermutative
structure map E∗ → P for R. Consequently, the K-theory spectrum KD is equivalent
to a bimodule over a strictly commutative ring spectrum equivalent to KR.
This still leaves the question of what sort of bimodule structure is parameterized by
EbM∗ . The relevant deﬁnition is as follows.
Deﬁnition 9.2.11. Let R be a bipermutative category. The structure of a symmetric
bimodule over R on a permutative category D consists of an R-R bimodule structure
together with a natural isomorphism
 : r ⊗ dd ⊗ r
for r an object of R and d an object of D. The isomorphism  must be compatible
with the multiplicative symmetry isomorphism ⊗ for R, in the sense that all possible
diagrams of the form given in part 3 of Deﬁnition 3.1 must commute (with the ’s
replaced with ⊗’s). We also require diagram (e′) given in Deﬁnition 3.6 to commute.
Theorem 9.2.12. Let R be a small bipermutative category and D a small permuta-
tive category. Then symmetric bimodule structures for D over R determine and are
determined by multifunctors EbM∗ → P sending M to D and restricting on A to
the structure map E∗ → P for R as a bipermutative category. Consequently, the
K-theory spectrum KD is equivalent to a module over a strictly commutative ring
spectrum equivalent to KR.
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The proof is the same as the proof of Theorem 3.8 with bM∗ in place of ∗.
9.3. Algebras
We turn our attention next to algebras. The parameter multicategories we will be
interested in here are of the following form.
Deﬁnition 9.3.1. A parameter multicategory for algebras is a multicategory A with
two objects, R (the “ring’’) and A (the “algebra’’), subject to the following condition.
Suppose given inputs B1, . . . , Bk with at least one of the Bj ’s being equal to A.
Then we require that Ak(B1, . . . , Bk;R) = ∅. If all the other k-morphism spaces are
contractible, then we say that A is a parameter multicategory for E∞ algebras.
Again, we can look at the example in which all the nonempty k-morphism spaces
are a single point, and we map to a symmetric monoidal category. Then the images of
both R and A are commutative monoids, and the rest of the structure is induced by a
strict map of monoids from R to A given by the single element of A1(R;A).
A more interesting example is given by letting S = {j : Bj = A} in the expression
Ak(B1, . . . , Bk;C) and, if not required to be empty, setting this k-morphism space equal
to k/ ∼, where ∼ is the equivalence relation on k given by requiring  ∼ ′ if and
only if, for all elements i and j of S, (i) < (j) ⇔ ′(i) < ′(j). Then a multifunctor
to a symmetric monoidal category makes the image of R again a commutative monoid,
the image of A is now a noncommutative monoid, and the map induced by the single
element of A1(R;A) is central in the obvious sense.
For a third example, let O be an operad. Then we can let Ak(B1, . . . , Bk;C) = Ok
whenever it is not required to be empty. Then the images of both R and A are O-rings,
and there is a map of O-rings given by the identity element of O1 = A1(R;A) which
determines the entire algebra structure.
The explicit characterization of a central algebra over a bipermutative category de-
pends on the following notion of a central map from a bipermutative category to a
ring category.
Deﬁnition 9.3.2. Let R be a bipermutative category and A a ring category. A central
map from R to A is a lax map  : R → A (more precisely, we have (, ) ∈
Ob (P1(R;A))) and a natural isomorphism  : (r) ⊗ aa ⊗ (r) for r an object of
R and a an object of A, satisfying the following conditions:
(1)  preserves the tensor product in the sense that the diagram
R×R
×

⊗

A ×A
⊗

R

 A
commutes strictly and (1) = 1.
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(2) The lax structure map  preserves the distributivity maps in the sense that the
diagram
(r1 ⊗ r2)(r1 ⊗ r3)
dr

=

r1 ⊗ (r2r3)
1⊗

(r1 ⊗ r2)(r1 ⊗ r3)


r1 ⊗ (r2r3)
=

[(r1 ⊗ r2)(r1 ⊗ r3)]
(dr )
 (r1 ⊗ (r2r3))
and a similar diagram involving dl commute.
(3)  must be consistent with the symmetry isomorphism ⊗ in R in the sense for all
objects r1, r2 of R, the diagram
(r1) ⊗ (r2)


=

(r2) ⊗ (r1)
=

(r1 ⊗ r2)
(⊗)
 (r2 ⊗ r1)
commutes.
(4)  satisﬁes all instances of the diagrams in part (3) of Deﬁnition 3.1, and diagram
(e′) of Deﬁnition 3.6.
An R-algebra structure on A consists of a central map from R to A.
Deﬁnition 9.3.3. Let A∗ be the multicategory with two objects, R (the ground ring)
and A (the algebra). The category A∗k (B1, . . . , Bk;C) is empty if C = R and one or
more of the Bj ’s are A. Otherwise, A∗k (B1, . . . , Bk;C) has k as its set of objects,
and has morphisms as follows. Let S = {j : Bj = A} and consider the equivalence
relation on the elements of k where  ∼ ′ means that for all i and j in S, (i) <
(j) ⇔ ′(i) < ′(j). We have precisely one morphism from  to ′ when  ∼ ′,
and no morphisms between inequivalent elements.
In the previous deﬁnition, if we restrict our attention to the object R, we get E∗,
while if we restrict our attention to the object A, we get ∗. We wish to show that
R-algebra structures on a small ring category A correspond to multifunctors from A∗
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to P extending the structure multifunctors for both R and A. To do this, we need the
following combinatorial lemma about permutations.
Lemma 9.3.4. Suppose T ⊂ k = {1, . . . , k} and that  ∈ k is order-preserving on T
in the sense that if i and j are elements of T with i < j , then (i) < (j). Then  can
be written as a product of transpositions of consecutive integers in k, say  = t1 · · · tm,
in such a way that for 1nm, tn does not transpose two elements of tn+1 · · · tmT .
Proof. Let the elements of T be written in order as {a1, . . . , aq}. First, we use trans-
positions of the required form to map T to {1, . . . , q}; we do this by ﬁrst transposing
a1 with its predecessors, in order, and then repeating the process with a2 through
aq . Then use transpositions of adjacent elements of {q + 1, . . . , k} to rearrange this
set in the same order that  rearranges k \ T . Finally, start with q and transpose it
with its successors, in order, until it reaches (aq), and repeat the process with q − 1
back through 1. The result is , with the transpositions involved having the required
property. 
Theorem 9.3.5. Let R be a small bipermutative category and A a small ring cate-
gory. Then R-algebra structures on A determine and are determined by multifunctors
from A∗ to P restricting on the object R to the structure multifunctor for R as a
bipermutative category and on the object A to the structure multifunctor for A as a
ring category. Consequently, KA is equivalent to a central algebra over a strictly
commutative ring spectrum equivalent to KR.
Proof. Suppose we are given a multifunctor from A∗ restricting as required. Then
we obtain a functor  : R → A as the image of the unique element 11 of A∗1 (R;A);
we claim that this functor is a central map. First, we have the formula (11; 12) =
(12; 11, 11) = 12 in A∗ , which we can express by saying that the diagram in A∗
(R,R)
(11,11)

12

(A,A)
12

R
11
 A
commutes, and consequently its image in P
R×R
×

⊗

A ×A
⊗

R

 A
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commutes as well. A similar argument shows that (1) = 1. Since the commutativity
of this diagram in P also requires that the distributivity maps coincide, we get the
diagrams showing that  preserves the distributivity maps. The natural isomorphism
 : (r) ⊗ aa ⊗ (r) is the image of the isomorphism between the two elements of
A∗2 (R,A;A) = 2. Because the diagram
(R,R)
(11,11)


(R,A)

R
11
 A
in A∗ commutes when the downward arrows are both one of the two elements of
2, the isomorphism between the two possible elements on the left gets taken by  to
the isomorphism between the two possible elements on the right, i.e.,  = (⊗), as
required. Further, diagram (e′) of Deﬁnition 3.6 is satisﬁed because  is a morphism
in P2(R,A;A). We therefore get a central map  : R → A given a multifunctor
A∗ → P restricting to the structure multifunctors of R and A on the objects R and
A, respectively.
Now suppose we are given a central map  : R → A; we must show that this
extends uniquely to a multifunctor A∗ → P by requiring the multifunctor to restrict
to the structure multifunctors for R and A and also by requiring the single element
of A∗1 (R;A) to map to . The functor on A∗k (B1, . . . , Bk;C) is already determined
when C = R or when C = A and all the Bj ’s are A. In the other cases, set S =
{i : Bi = A} as in the deﬁnition. It remains to determine the images of the categories
A∗k (B1, . . . , Bk;A) with S = ∅ and S = {1, . . . , k}. By equivariance, it sufﬁces to
consider the special case S = {1, . . . , q} for q < k. The objects are the elements of
k , and it is clear that the image of 1k is the composite
Aq ×Rk−q
1×k−q
 Ak
⊗
 A ,
and the images of the rest of the objects are determined by equivariance. We must
also determine the images of the isomorphisms in A∗k (B1, . . . , Bk;A). For this, note
that when  ∼ ′ as in the deﬁnition, ′−1 is order-preserving on S, so by Lemma
9.3.4, can be written as a product of transpositions of adjacent integers which are
not both elements of S. Now the image of a typical k-tuple (b1, . . . , bk) under the
element  is b−1(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ b−1(k), and we need to produce an isomorphism between
this and the image under ′. Write ′−1 as t1 · · · tm, where tj is a transposition of
adjacent integers not both in tj+1 · · · tmS, and say tm transposes i and i + 1. Then
the term b−1(i) ⊗ b−1(i+1) appears as part of the image under , and since −1(i)
and −1(i + 1) are not both elements of S, the two b’s are not both objects of A, so
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they can be transposed using . We get an isomorphism between a tensor product of
elements of the form
b−1(i) = b′−1′−1(i) = b′−1t1···tm(i)
and elements of the form
b′−1t1···tm−1(i).
By iterating the process m times, we get an isomorphism between the image under 
and the image under ′. The isomorphism is uniquely determined by ′−1 and not
its presentation, because the ’s satisfy the relations among transpositions in k . This
completes the proof. 
In the special case where A is also a bipermutative category and the symmetry
isomorphism is given by the isomorphism already present in A, we can give a somewhat
simpler description.
Deﬁnition 9.3.6. Let R and A be bipermutative categories. A map of bipermutative
categories  : R → A is a lax map that preserves the tensor product, distributivity
maps, and multiplicative unit in the same sense that a central map does, and for which
also (⊗R) = ⊗A.
The corresponding deﬁnition in terms of a parameter multicategory is as follows.
Deﬁnition 9.3.7. The multicategory AE∗ is a parameter multicategory for algebras,
so by Deﬁnition 9.3.1 has two objects, A and R. When C = R and {i : Bi = A} = ∅,
we set AE∗k (B1, . . . , Bk;C) = Ek; otherwise AE∗k (B1, . . . , Bk;C) = ∅. This is an
example of the sort discussed as the third example following Deﬁnition 9.3.1.
The proof of the following theorem can now be safely left to the reader.
Theorem 9.3.8. Let R and A be small bipermutative categories. Then a map of
bipermutative categories  : R → A determines and is determined by a multifunc-
tor AE∗ → P which restricts on the object R to the structure multifunctor for R and
on the object A to the structure multifunctor for A. Consequently, K is equivalent to
a map of strictly commutative ring spectra.
10. Free permutative categories
This section is devoted to the construction of additional examples of both ring
and bipermutative categories via the “free permutative category’’ construction. This
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associates to any small category C a small permutative category PC as follows. Let
Ek be the translation category of k . Then we deﬁne
PC =
∐
k0
Ek ×k Ck.
The objects of PC are the elements of the free monoid on the objects of C, with 0 given
by the empty string and the direct sum given by concatenation, which is the monoid
operation. The symmetry isomorphism arises from the isomorphism in E2 between the
two elements of 2. Although implicit in [16], Dunn [4] apparently ﬁrst observed that P
deﬁnes a monad in Cat whose algebras are precisely the small permutative categories.
The resulting morphisms are called the strict morphisms and are even more restrictive
than the strong morphisms. In fact, they are too restrictive to form a multicategory.
The following theorem shows how additional structure on C gives rise to additional
structure on PC.
Theorem 10.1. Let C be a small strict monoidal category (i.e., one equipped with
a strictly associative and unital “tensor product’’ operation). Then PC supports the
structure of a ring category. If C is permutative, then PC becomes a bipermutative
category.
Proof. There are actually uncountably many different ways of constructing such struc-
ture, depending on one’s choice of what we call a priority order. Let m denote the
set {1, . . . , m} for positive integers m. Then a priority order is a choice of bijection
m,n : mn → m × n for each m and n that is coherent in the sense that all diagrams
of the form
mnp
mn,p

m,np

mn × p
m,n×1

m × np
1×n,p
 m × n × p
commute. By ordering m × n using lexicographic order and taking the inverse of
the resulting bijection, we get a priority order, as we do using reverse lexicographic
order, but there are uncountably many other choices as well. For example, we can use
lexicographic order to deﬁne a bijection m → 2(m) × mˆ, where mˆ is odd, and then for
any m and n, use the inverse of the bijection
m × n  2(m) × mˆ × 2(n) × nˆ
1××1
 2(m) × 2(n) × mˆ × nˆ  2(m)2(n)mˆnˆ = mn,
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where the unlabelled arrows are given by lexicographic order or its inverse. We can
use the same sort of trick for any set of primes, not just 2, to get uncountably many
additional priority orders. In any case, pick one, and call it . Let 1 and 2 denote
 followed by projection onto the ﬁrst or second factor, respectively. Then we deﬁne a
ring structure on PC as follows. Write a typical object (a1, . . . , am) of PC as mi=1(ai),
and write the monoidal operation in C as ⊗. Then we deﬁne the tensor product on PC
by the formula
m⊕
i=1
(ai) ⊗
n⊕
j=1
(bj ) :=
mn⊕
k=1
(a1(k) ⊗ b2(k)).
In the case where C is permutative, we can then use the symmetry isomorphism in C
to map this to
mn⊕
k=1
(b2(k) ⊗ a1(k)),
and then shufﬂe inside of PC to map this to
mn⊕
k=1
(b1(k) ⊗ a2(k)),
deﬁning the multiplicative symmetry isomorphism necessary for a bipermutative cate-
gory. The reader can check that one needs only the associativity condition on a priority
order to show that these deﬁnitions satisfy the requirements for a ring or a bipermutative
category, respectively. 
An example of particular importance of this form is the free permutative category
P(∗) on a one point category, which becomes a bipermutative category via this con-
struction. The reader should be aware, however, that modules over P(∗) depend strongly
on the priority order chosen. We leave as an exercise to the reader that if we use lex-
icographic order, then any permutative category is a left module over P(∗), while if
we use reverse lexicographic order, every permutative category is a right module over
P(∗). Of course, the two orders give opposite bipermutative structures on P(∗), so
the duality is to be expected. Other choices of priority order seem to give far fewer
modules over P(∗).
11. Model categories of rings, modules, and algebras in symmetric spectra
In this section we prove Theorem 1.3. Fix a small multicategory M enriched over
simplicial sets, and let O denote its set of objects. Let SO denote the category obtained
as the product of copies of the category S of symmetric spectra indexed on the set
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O. As a product category, SO inherits a simplicial closed model structure for each
simplicial closed model structure on S, precisely, one with its ﬁbrations, coﬁbrations,
and weak equivalences formed objectwise (i.e., coordinatewise). Our goal is to prove
that the category SM of simplicial multifunctors from M to S has a simplicial closed
model structure with the ﬁbrations and weak equivalences the maps that are ﬁbrations
and weak equivalences, respectively, in SO for the positive stable model structure on
S. Throughout this section, we use the terminology stable equivalence, positive stable
ﬁbration, and acyclic positive stable ﬁbration in SM to indicate those maps in SM
whose underlying maps in SO are weak equivalences, ﬁbrations, and acyclic ﬁbrations
in the positive stable model structure.
The ﬁrst step is to show that the category SM has limits and colimits. For this, it is
convenient to observe that SM is the category of algebras over a monad M on SO .
Deﬁnition 11.1. For b ∈ O, and T in SO , let
(MT )b =
∨
n0
⎛
⎝ ∨
a1,... ,an∈O
M(a1, . . . , an; b)+ ∧ (Ta1 ∧ · · · ∧ Tan)
⎞
⎠/n,
let  : T → MT be the map
Tb{idb}+ ∧ Tb → M(b; b)+ ∧ Tb → (MT )b,
and  : MMT → MT the map induced by the multiproduct of M.
The proof of the following theorem in the special case of operads [15] easily gen-
eralizes to multicategories.
Theorem 11.2. M is a simplicial monad on the category SO . An M-algebra structure
on an object of SO is equivalent to an M-multifunctor structure, and the simplicial
category of M-algebras is isomorphic to SM.
Corollary 11.3. M, viewed as a functor SO → SM, is left adjoint to the forgetful
functor SM → SO .
Corollary 11.4. The category SM is complete and cocomplete (has all small limits
and colimits), and is tensored and cotensored over simplicial sets.
Proof. As a category of algebras over a monad on a complete category, SM is complete,
with limits and cotensors formed in SO . Since M preserves reﬂexive coequalizers (by
the argument of [7, Proposition II.7.2]), SM is cocomplete with reﬂexive coequalizers
created in SO by [7, Proposition II.7.4]. General colimits are formed by rewriting the
colimit as a reﬂexive coequalizer, and the tensor of an object A of SM and a simplicial
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set X is formed as a (reﬂexive) coequalizer of the form
M((MA) ∧ X+)   M(A ∧ X+)  A ⊗ X. 
In order to prove the required factorization and lifting properties, we need to review
brieﬂy the positive stable model structure on S. Recall that in any category C with
small colimits, for any set I of maps, a relative I-complex [14, Deﬁnition 5.4] is a map
X → Y in C where Y = Colim Xk , with X0 = X, and Xk+1 is formed from Xk as a
pushout of a coproduct of maps in I. In this terminology, a map of symmetric spectra
is a coﬁbration in the positive stable model structure if and only if it is a retract of a
relative I+-complex, where
I+ = {Fm[n]+ → Fm[n]+ | m > 0, n0},
and Fm is the functor from simplicial sets to symmetric spectra left adjoint to the mth
space functor. A map is an acyclic coﬁbration if and only if it is a retract of a relative
J+-complex for a certain set of maps J+ (q.v. [9, Deﬁnition 3.4.9] and [14, Section
14]). A complete description of the maps in J+ is not difﬁcult but would require
an unnecessary digression; all we need to know about the maps is that the domain
and codomain are small, meaning that the sets of maps out of them commute with
sequential colimits.
For a ∈ O, let a denote the functor S → SO that is left adjoint to the projection
functor a : SO → S. For a symmetric spectrum T, the object aT of SO satisﬁes
(aT )b =
{
T b = a,
∗ b = a.
The positive stable model structure on SO then has a similar description of its coﬁ-
brations and acyclic coﬁbrations: Let
∗I+ = {af | f ∈ I+, a ∈ O},
∗J+ = {af | f ∈ J+, a ∈ O}.
A map in SO is coﬁbration if and only if it is the retract of a relative ∗I+-complex
and is an acyclic coﬁbration if and only if it is a retract of a relative ∗J+-complex.
Let
I+ = M∗I+ = {Maf | f ∈ I+, a ∈ O} = {Mf | f ∈ ∗I+},
J+ = M∗J+ = {Maf | f ∈ J+, a ∈ O} = {Mf | f ∈ ∗J+}.
The adjunction of Corollary 11.3 and the lifting properties in SO then imply the
following.
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Proposition 11.5. A map in SM is an acyclic positive stable ﬁbration if and only if
it has the right lifting property with respect to I+, if and only if it has the right
lifting property with respect to retracts of relative I+-complexes. It is a positive stable
ﬁbration if and only if it has the right lifting property with respect to J+, if and only
if it has the right lifting property with respect to retracts of relative J+-complexes.
Because the domains and codomains of the maps in I+ and J+ are small in sym-
metric spectra, the domains and codomains of the maps in I+ and J+ are small in SM.
The Quillen small object argument then gives the following.
Proposition 11.6. A map in SM can be factored as a relative I+-complex followed by
an acyclic positive stable ﬁbration or as a relative J+-complex followed by a positive
stable ﬁbration.
The proof of the following lemma is complicated but similar to the analogous lemma
in the case of commutative ring symmetric spectra. Since we need some speciﬁcs of
the argument in the next section, we provide the proof at the end of that section.
Lemma 11.7. A relative J+-complex is a stable equivalence.
The usual lifting and retract argument then gives the following.
Proposition 11.8. A map in SM has the left lifting property with respect to the acyclic
positive stable ﬁbrations if and only if it is a retract of a relative I+-complex. A map
in SM has the left lifting property with respect to the positive stable ﬁbrations if and
only if it is a retract of a relative J+-complex.
We have now collected all the facts we need to prove Theorem 1.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. We have shown (in Corollary 11.4) that SM has all ﬁnite
limits and colimits. It is clear by their deﬁnition that weak equivalences (the stable
equivalences) are closed under retracts and have the two-out-of-three property. Also
clear from the deﬁnition is that the ﬁbrations (the positive stable ﬁbrations) are closed
under retracts, and if we deﬁne the coﬁbrations in terms of the left lifting property,
then it is clear that these are closed under retracts. The lifting properties follow from
Proposition 11.5 and Proposition 11.8, and the factorization properties follow from
Proposition 11.6. Thus, all that remain is SM7.
We need to show that when i : T → U is a coﬁbration and p : X → Y is a ﬁbration,
the map of simplicial sets
SM(U,X) −→ SM(U, Y ) ×SM(T ,Y ) SM(T ,X)
is a ﬁbration, and a weak equivalence if either i or p is. Using the characterization in
Proposition 11.8 of coﬁbrations and acyclic coﬁbrations as the maps that are retracts
of relative I+- and J+-complexes, respectively, this easily reduces to the case when i
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is a map in I+ or a map in J+. Using the adjunction of Corollary 11.3, this reduces
to SM7 in SO , which reduces to SM7 in S, proved in [9]. 
12. Multifunctors and Quillen adjunctions
In this section we prove Theorem 1.4. Before we can begin the proof, we need to
complete the statement, by giving the full deﬁnition of weak equivalence of multicat-
egories.
The deﬁnition of weak equivalence of multicategories is a generalization of the
deﬁnition of a weak equivalence of categories enriched over simplicial sets from [6],
and for this, we need to recall the category of components. When C is a category
enriched over simplicial sets, the sets of components 0C(x, y) for objects x, y have
the composition
0C(y, z) × 0C(x, y) → 0C(x, z)
induced by the composition in C. This composition and the identity components make
0C into a category, called the category of components. A simplicial functor f : C → C′
is a weak equivalence when the induced functor 0f is an equivalence of categories
of components and for all objects x, y in C, the map of simplicial sets C(x, y) →
C′(f x, fy) is a weak equivalence. In the following deﬁnition, we understand the
category of components of a enriched multicategory to be the category of components
of its underlying enriched category.
Deﬁnition 12.1. A simplicial multifunctor f : M → M′ is a weak equivalence when
the induced functor 0f is an equivalence of categories of components and for all
a1, . . . , an, b in O, the map of simplicial sets M(a1, . . . , an; b) → M′(f a1, . . . , f an;
f b) is a weak equivalence.
We now begin the proof of Theorem 1.4 by constructing the Quillen adjunction
associated to a simplicial multifunctor. Let f : M → M′ be a simplicial multifunctor
between small multicategories enriched over simplicial sets. Let O denote the set of
objects of M and O ′ the set of objects of M′. The multifunctor f in particular induces
a projection functor f : SO ′ → SO . Let f : SO → SO ′ be the left adjoint: For T an
object in SO and b in O ′,
(f T )b =
∨
a∈f−1(b)
Ta.
The multifunctor f induces a natural transformation
fM → M′f ,
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where M′ is the monad on SO ′ from Deﬁnition 11.1. For an object A of SM, we use
this natural transformation and the structure map MA → A to construct f∗A in SM′
by the (reﬂexive) coequalizer diagram
M′fMA   M′f A  f∗A.
Unwinding the universal property and the adjunctions, we obtain the following result.
Proposition 12.2. f∗ : SM → SM′ is left adjoint to the pullback functor f ∗ : SM′ →
SM.
Since the functor f ∗ clearly preserves weak equivalences and ﬁbrations, the ﬁrst
statement of Theorem 1.4 is an immediate consequence of the previous proposition.
Corollary 12.3. Given small multicategories M and M′, enriched over simplicial sets
and f : M → M′ a simplicial multifunctor, the induced functor f ∗ : SM′ → SM is the
right adjoint in a Quillen adjunction.
For the rest of the section, we assume that f is a weak equivalence. We need to
show that (f∗, f ∗) is a Quillen equivalence. The following lemma is the ﬁrst step.
Lemma 12.4. A map  : T → U is a stable equivalence in SM′ if and only if f ∗ is
a stable equivalence in SM.
Proof. By deﬁnition, f ∗ is a stable equivalence in SM if and only if it is a stable
equivalence in SO , i.e., if and only if f is a stable equivalence. Since  is a stable
equivalence in SM′ if and only if it is a stable equivalence in SO ′ , it follows that
f ∗ takes stable equivalences in SM′ to stable equivalences in SM. Thus, it remains to
show that  is a stable equivalence when f ∗ is.
Assume that f ∗ is a stable equivalence. Then for any a in O ′ in the image of
f, a : Ta → Ua is a stable equivalence. If b is an arbitrary element of O ′, then the
hypothesis that f is a weak equivalence implies that we can ﬁnd an a in the image
of f and an isomorphism from a to b in the category of components of M′. Choosing
maps in M′(a, b) and M′(b, a) in the components giving such an isomorphism and
its inverse, there are generalized simplicial intervals connecting the composites with
the appropriate identity map (on a and on b). Using the naturality of , it follows
that b is (levelwise) weakly equivalent to a , and is therefore a positive stable
equivalence. 
We spend much of the rest of the section proving the following theorem.
Theorem 12.5. If A is a coﬁbrant object of SM, then the unit A → f ∗f∗A of the
(f∗, f ∗) adjunction is a stable equivalence.
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Assuming the previous theorem for the moment, we have all we need to prove
Theorem 1.4.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. It remains to show that when f is a weak equivalence, the
Quillen adjunction (f∗, f ∗) is a Quillen equivalence. Let A be a coﬁbrant object of
SM and B a ﬁbrant object of SM′ ; we need to show that a map  : f∗A → B is a
stable equivalence if and only if the adjoint map  : A → f ∗B is a stable equivalence.
By Lemma 12.4, we know that  is a stable equivalence if and only if f ∗ is a stable
equivalence. Since  is the composite
A −→ f ∗f∗A f
∗−→ f ∗B,
Theorem 12.5 implies that  is a stable equivalence if and only if f ∗ is. This
concludes the proof. 
We now move on to the proof of Theorem 12.5. The proof requires an analysis
of the pushouts in SM of the form B MxX MxY for a map of symmetric spectra
X → Y and a map xX → B in SO . For this we need to set up two constructions.
For the ﬁrst, for each x1, . . . , xk in O, construct Ux1,... ,xkB as the coequalizer in SO
∨
n0
( ∨
a1,... ,an
M(a1, . . . , an, x1, . . . , xk;−)+ ∧ (MB)a1,... ,an
)/
n

∨
n0
( ∨
a1,... ,an
M(a1, . . . , an, x1, . . . , xk;−)+ ∧ Ba1,... ,an
)/
n
 Ux1,... ,xkB.
where Ba1,...,an is shorthand for Ba1 ∧ · · · ∧ Ban and similarly for MB. (One map is
induced by the action map MB → B and the other by the multiproduct.) The purpose
of introducing U∗B is that for any T in SO , the underlying object in SO of the
coproduct B  MT in SM is
∨
k
( ∨
x1,... ,xk
Ux1,... ,xkB ∧ Tx1 ∧ · · · ∧ Txk
)/
k.
When x1 = · · · = xk = x and x is understood, we write UkB for Ux1,... ,xkB.
The second construction is deﬁned for maps of symmetric spectra g : X → Y . We
construct symmetric spectra Qki (g) (or Qki when g is understood) for k0, 0 ik
inductively as follows: Qk0 = X(k), Qkk = Y (k) (the k-th smash power of X and Y), and
for 0 < i < k, we deﬁne Qki by the pushout square:
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k+ ∧k−i×i X(k−i) ∧ Qii−1 

k+ ∧k−i×i X(k−i) ∧ Y (i)

Qki−1  Qki
Essentially, Qki is the k-sub-spectrum of Y (k) of with i factors of Y and k − i factors
of X: The quotient Y (k)/Qkk−1 is naturally isomorphic to (Y/X)(k). When g is Fm of
an injection of simplicial sets X → Y , Qki is precisely Fmk of the subspace of Y k
where at most i factors are in Y \ X.
Combining these constructions, we get a ﬁltration on BMxX MxY as follows. Let
B0 = B, and let Bk be the pushout in SO
UkB ∧k Qkk−1 

UkB ∧k xY (k)

Bk−1  Bk,
where the map UkB ∧k Qkk−1 → Bk−1 is induced by the map xX → B. Let B∞ =
ColimBk .
Proposition 12.6. With notation above, B∞ is isomorphic to the underlying object of
B MxX MxY in SO .
In order to use this below, we need to know that the map Bk−1 → Bk is objectwise
a level coﬁbration of symmetric spectra.
Lemma 12.7. Let T be any right k object in symmetric spectra. If g : X → Y is a
coﬁbration, then T ∧k Qkk−1(g) → T ∧k Y (k) is a level coﬁbration, i.e., level injection.
Proof. It sufﬁces to consider the case when X → Y is a relative I+-complex, and a
ﬁltered colimit argument reduces to the case when X → Y is formed by attaching a
single cell, i.e., is the pushout over a map
Fmi : Fm[n]+ → Fm[n]+
in I+. Then the map in the statement is the pushout over the map
T ∧k Qkk−1(Fmi) → T ∧k (Fm[n]+)(k).
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We can identify this as T ∧k (−) applied to the map
Fmk([n]k)+ → Fmk[n]k+.
It is easy to check explicitly that this is a level coﬁbration. 
Proof of Theorem 12.5. It sufﬁces to consider the case when A is an I+-complex,
i.e., the map from the initial object M(;−)+ ∧ S to A is a relative I+-complex. Then
A = ColimAn where A0 = M(;−)+ ∧ S, and An+1 is formed from An as a pushout
over a coproduct of maps in I+. Since f ∗f∗A = Colim f ∗f∗An, it sufﬁces to show
that An → f ∗f∗An is a weak equivalence for all n.
We prove this by induction on n for all An. Speciﬁcally, we say that an I+-complex
B can be built in n stages if, starting with B0 = M(;−)+ ∧ S, we can construct B
as a sequence of n pushouts over coproducts of maps in I+, B0 → B1 → · · · →
Bn = B. Our inductive hypothesis is that for any I+-complex B that can be built
in n stages, B → f ∗f∗B is a stable equivalence. Since f is a weak equivalence,
M(;−)+ ∧ S → M′(;−)+ ∧ S is a stable equivalence, and this gives the base case
n = 0. Our argument also needs the base case n = 1, where we are looking at a map
of the form MT → f ∗M′f T for some T in SO that is objectwise coﬁbrant. Using
the explicit formula for M and M′ in Deﬁnition 11.1, we see that this is a stable
equivalence.
For the inductive step from n to n + 1, a ﬁltered colimit argument reduces to the
case of C = B MxX MxY for X → Y in I+, where B can be built in n stages. We
have the ﬁltration preceding Proposition 12.6,
B = B0 → B1 → · · · , C = B∞ = Colim Bk,
whose associated graded is
∨
k
UkB ∧k (Y/X)(k),
which is isomorphic in SO to BMx(Y/X), with the coproduct in SM. Let B ′ = f∗B
and C′ = f∗C. Since C′ = B ′ M′f xX M′f xY , we have the analogous ﬁltration
B ′ = B ′0 → B ′1 → · · · , C′ = B ′∞ = Colim B ′k,
whose associated graded is isomorphic in SO ′ to B ′  M′f x(Y/X). The map C →
f ∗C′ = f C′ preserves the ﬁltrations, and the map of associated gradeds
B  Mx(Y/X) → f (B ′  M′f x(Y/X)f ∗f∗(B  Mx(Y/X))
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is a stable equivalence, because BMx(Y/X) can be built in n stages (since n1). By
Lemma 12.7, the maps in the ﬁltration are objectwise level coﬁbrations, and it follows
that each map Bk → f Bk is a stable equivalence. The map C → f C′ = f ∗f∗C is
therefore a stable equivalence. 
The constructions in this section also provide what is needed for the proof of Lemma
11.7.
Proof of Lemma 11.7. A ﬁltered colimit argument reduces to showing that the map
B → B MxX MxY is a stable equivalence for X → Y in J+. Let B = B0 →
B1 → · · · be as Proposition 12.6; it sufﬁces to show that each Bk−1 → Bk is a
stable equivalence. The quotient Bk/Bk−1 is naturally isomorphic to UkB∧k (Y/X)(k).
Moreover, Y/X is positive coﬁbrant and stably equivalent to the trivial symmetric
spectrum ∗, and so Bk/Bk−1 is stably equivalent to the trivial object ∗ in SO . Since
the map Bk−1 → Bk is objectwise a level coﬁbration, it follows that it is a stable
equivalence. 
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